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The Year In Review
1979: A
The long lines of automobiles with
dnvers straining to get a tank-ful
gasoline in mid-summer will long be
remembered in Murray and Calloway
County as the energy shortage finally
hit home in June and July of this year.
The local gasoline shortage was one
of the top major stories of the year 1979
- a year that will be history in just a
few hours.
Also in 1979, local individuals and
teams made names for themselves in
the sports world. The leader of the pack
was the Murray State Football team
which won its first OVC championship
since 1951 and was invited to the I-AA
post-season playoffs.
Also in the sports world in 1979:
- The Calloway County High Laker
girls basketball team advanced to the
state championship tournament.
- Murray High's baseball team
made it all the way to the final game
before losing to Shelby County arid
finishing in second place in Kentucky.
- Mel Purcell, added several
national and international tennis Utles
to his trophy case.
- MSU's baseball team won the OVC
tournament and advanced to the NCAA
championships.
- Murray High's duo of Candy
Jackson and Kathy Outland won the
state doubles tennis crown.
A recap of the top local news stories
of 1979, on a month-by-month basis,
follows
JANUARY
The first baby of 1979, Robert Joseph
Thornton, was born at 4:32 a.m. Jan. 1
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Thornton.
Don Henry, Tom Rushing and Bill
Adams Jr. were sworn in for four-year
terms to the Murray Independent
Board of Education.
The first storm of the season dumped
two inches of snow on Calloway County
closing schools and some businesses.
Mel Purcell captured the national 21-
and-under indoor tennis title in a
tournament in Nashville.
Virgil Gilliam eseurned the duties of
postmaster at the Murray Post Office.
Approximately 200 parents, teachers
and citizens attended a meeting of the
Murray Independent Board of
Education to express concern about the
Calloway County Board of Education
plan to limit non-resident pupil con-
tracts with the city system.
Roy Cothran was named principal of
the new Calloway County Middle
School.
Vivian Gail Johnson, 21, formerly of
Paris, Tenn.. was found murdered in
her trailer at Hale's Trailer Court.
Death was due to strangulation. The
homicide is still under investigation.
Dark-fired tobacco sales were
stopped after growers rejected
"disappointing" prices.
Jess D. Lamb, 51, and Delisa D.
Lamb, 16, of Pans, Tenn., were killed in
a one-car accident in Hazel.
Under threat of halted delivery of
freight in the downtown business area,
Mayor Melvin B. Henley ordered a
parking ticket moratorium on the
freight trucks.
Mandl Vinson, Murray State
University alumni director, announced
for the Democratic nomination for state
commissioner of agriculture.
Murray State's Racers broke a seven-
game losing streak by defeating
Western Kentucky 6745.
A public hearing of the widening of
Main Street drew a vocal turnout. Later
in the year, the project was scrapped by
the Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation due to lack of local support.
Muhammad All spoke at the Murray
State University sports arena.
Fifth District State Rep. Kenneth C.
Imes announced that he will not seek
re-election.
FEBRUARY
Anthony Lee Coles, 20, was killed when
his vehicle was struck by another
vehicle on US. Highway 641 South.
Mary Jane Littleton announced her
candidacy for Fifth District state
representative.
The Calloway County Board of
Education tightened the current no-
limit average daily attendance contract
exchange arrangement with the
Murray Independent School System.
Two county men, David West and
Randy Barrow, were charged in con-
nection with the shooting death of
Charles G. Eaker, 21, whose body was
discovered in his car on Highway 1551.
Kenneth C. Imes, Fifth District state
representative, was appointed as
commissioner of the state Bureau of
Natural Resources in the Department
for Natural Resources and Environ-
mental Protection.
Two local persons, Larry Benjamin
Norsworthy, 19, and Jo Ellyn Russell,
24, were killed in a car-truck collision
on Highway 641 South about one and
one-half miles north of Puryear, Term.
Six other persons were injured in the
accident.
Year Of Gas Shortages And Champions
Mel Purcell continued his winning
ways on the tennis courts by leading the
U. S. team to the championship in the
BP Cup played in Hamburg, West
Germany.
Western Dark-Fired Tobacco
Growers Association general manager
Holmes Ellis termed "illegal" the
action taken by a group of members of
the association in voting to replace the
majority of the directors of the
association.
A violent early morning storm,
believed to have been a tornado,
damaged several homes in the east part
of the county.
The Murray State Racers knocked off
Western Kentucky for the second time
of the season but it marked only the
second league win and the fourth of the
year for MSU The Racers later
finished the season with a 4-22 (2-10 in
the OVC) mark setting a conference
record for most losses in a season.
The Murray Common Council voted
to seek legal action against Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Brandon to force the
deeding of the right-of-way for the
extension of Glendale Road between
South 12th Street and South 4th Street.
The city's request that the Brandon's be
forced to honor an earlier agreement on
the right-of-way transfer was sub-
sequently denied by Calloway Circuit
Judge James M. Lassiter
MARCH
Jean Blankenship announced her
resignation as executive director of the
Calloway County chapter of the
American Red Cross. Lucy Morgan
Wright was named to succeed her.
Senior John Randall and freshman
Kenney Hammonds of Murray State's
Racers were both named to the all OVC
squad.
Two local businesses, Shoemaker
Seed Co. and The College Shop, were
See 1979, Page 10, Column One
Cars lined up as a gas shortage hit here in mid-summer.
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SHOW STRENGTH - Heather Hughes, left, and Sutanna Thacker
demonstrate great physical skill. The two participate in Mmemeni Education
at Murray Elementary Schools. Additional Photos On Page 14.
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New Program To Change
Child's Sports Participation
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Remember the students in grade
school who could never quite master
the skills involved in competitive
sports, felt that they were losers, and
ended up dreading physical education
classes?
This type of feeling could lead to an
adult life of non-participation in sports
and recreational pursuits.
However, physical education
teachers in the two Murray City
elementary schools, Carter and
Robertson, are trying to change all that
with movement education.
Movement education is an in-
dividualized approach of teaching
children to become aware of their
physical abilities and to use them ef-
fectively in their daily activity in-
volving play, work, and creative ex-
pression.
According to Norma Frank, physical
education teacher at Robertson, and
Kathy Newton, Carter's physical
education teacher, this new approach
incorporates the natural inclination of
children, such as the desires to move
freely, to be creative and to test their
own abilities, through a variety of
movement activities.
Children such as "Fat Freddie" and
"Clumsy Clorice" gain from the
program, as do "Athletic Al" and
"Coordinated Cora."
"Today, most activities are highly
planned and structured," Mary Ryan,
principal of the elementary schools.
said. "This method allows children to
develop their abilities at a more natural
level as was done in the 1800s."
Movement education, developed in
1969 by Martha Owens, a Georgia
teacher, involves four concepts -
space awareness, body awareness,
quality of movement and relationships.
In space awareness, the child gains
knowledge about the space he needs for
his chosen movement task and how his
movement affects others about him or
is related to objects in his environment
A child's awareness of his body
begins with his simple recognition of
the various body parts and progresses
to an understanding of how these parts
function separately and together to
achieve control of movement tasks. He
learns that each body part has a role in
balancing, leading and transferring
weight and how the basic movements
his body makes, such as walking,
running, sliding, kicking, throwing, and
pushing, help him accomplish
movement tasks.
Quality of movement involves
learning to use effectively the four
basic qualities - time, force, space,
and flow - which are included in every
movement in varying degree. Some
(Continued On Page 14)
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Waldheim Flying To Tehran In
Attempt To Ease Iranian Crisis
TI HRAN, Iran (AP) - U.N.
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim is
flyu.g to Tehran to try to ease the US.-
Iranian crisis. But the students holding
the American hostages rejected his
intervention, and Iran's foreign
(1, pin rejected negotiations with
The Security Council was preparing
to adopt a resolution asking Waldheim
to "intensify his efforts" to secure the
release of the Americans held hostage
in the U.S. Embassy. Meanwhile, the
United States delayed a demand for the
council to vote limited economic sanc-
tions against Iran and gave Waldheim
11 more days to try to get the captives
freed.
Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
said Waldheim was coming to find out
the Iranian government's views, not to
negotiate for the release of the
hostages.
"We will inform him of our views on
America and the position the U.S.A.
had in Iran," Ghotbzadeh told Pars, the
official Iranian news agency.
"Waldheim is coming to Iran in order to
gather information and to learn of the
nature of the crisis. ... The question of
negotiations with him is not being
raised."
The secretary-general was flying to
Paris with three aides to take a char-
tered flight that would land lm in
Tehran Tuesday. Diplomats at U.N.
headquarters said he believed he would
be able to talk with Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, the leader of Iran's
revolutionary regime. But Hassan
Habibi, the spokesman for the
Revolutionary Council, said he did not
know if Khomeini would receive the
U.N. chief.
"Waldheim has not been invited by
the Revolutionary Council nor the
Foreign Ministry' nor any government
official," he said. "When the secretary-
general comes to this country, he will
certainly meet some officials. Who,
when and how has not been decided."
The militant students who occupied
the U.S. Embassy 58 days ago ex-
pressed only hostility toward Waldheim
and again insisted that the hostages
would not be freed unless Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi was
returned to Iran for trial.
The resolution which the Secunty
Council was to vote on today called for
the 15-nation body to meet again Jan.?.
It sedal51 tkiiN twomitages were rot Mad by
then, the council would adopt "effective
measures" in accordance with Article
41 of the U.N. Charter. That article
provides for cutoffs in diplomatic and







is a sequel to a
council adopted
4 calling on Iran to
dispute over the
number of Americans being herd
hostage was still unresolved. The State
Department says there are 50, the
students say there are 49, and three
U.S. clergymen who visited them over
Christmas said they saw only 43
Ghotbzadeh on Sunday reiterated a
pledge he made to the clergymen that
he would try to determine the number.
Soviet Troops Continue Moving
Into Afganistan; Fights Reported
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) - Soviet
troops are reported taking up the
communist Afghan government's fight
against Moslem rebels as diplomats
report the Soviet Union's force in its
landlocked Central Asian neighbor has
risen to an estimated 45,000 soldiers.
A Pakistani newspaper reported
Soviet troops were battling Moslem
insurgents in one northern province of
Aghanistan below the Soviet border.
Western diplomats in Kabul said they
had reports that Soviet troops had also
been sent to the east and northeast to
fight the rebellion that broke out after
Marxists first seized control of the
Afghan government 20 months ago.
The diplomats said in the wake of the
third communist coup last Thursday
two Soviet divisions totaling about
20,000 men crossed the Soviet-Afghan
border Sunday, joining the estimated
25,000 Russian troops already in the
country.
In Washington, U.S. National
Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski
accused the Russians of "large-scale
aggression" that "constitutes a serious
problem for the international com-
munity." He said his government
assured Pakistan, Afghanistan's south
and east neighbor, of U.S. aid including
"the use of armed force" if the Soviets
moved against it.
Brzezinski also had a warning for
Iran, saying: "I should think that every
sober-headed Iranian - even the most
antiAmerican ones - ought to ask
themselves what do the events in Kabul
portend for Tehran. There have been
Long List Of Prizes
Awaits Year's 1st Baby
A long list of prizes awaits the first
Calloway County baby of 1980 and his or
her parents in the Murray Ledger &
Times' annual first baby contest.
Local merchants have again donated
many items that will make those first
few days of life much easier on the
newborn and the parents.
Among the items the baby and the
parents are to receive are:
A baby book from Allison's Cards &
Gifts; a case of baby formula from
Kmart; an 8:10 color photo from Carter
Studio; a pair of baby shoes from
Footprints; a $20 savings account from
Security Federal; another case of baby
formula, this one from Clinic Phar-
macy.
Also, a case of baby food from D&T
Warehouse Foods; ten silver dollars
from Peoples Bank; a silver plated cup
and educator spoon and fork from
Lindsey's Jewelry; a gift certificate
from the Step Ladder; a $10 savings
account from Home Federal; a 12-piece
box of chicken from Burger Queen;
Plus, a pair of baby shoes from
Ryan's Shoe Store; a savings account
at the Bank of Murray; two catfish
dinners from Captain D's; a case of
baby food from Kroger; a baby sleeper
from National Store; a case of baby
food from Jim Adams IGA; a $15 gift
certificate from Storey's Food Giant;
and a dinner for two for the parents at
DeVanti's Restaurant.
Following the birth of 1980's first
baby, he or she and his or her parents
will be featured in The Murray Ledger
& Times
Soviet troops in Tehran before. Tehran
could be next."
U.S. Deputy Secretary of State
Warren Christopher arrived in London
to begin talks with West European
officials seeking to formulate a joint
Western response to the Soviet action.
Brzezinski said the Carter ad-
ministration was also consulting the
















Cloudy with a chance of light
rain or drizzle today, highs in the
low to mid 40s. Mostly cloudy
tonight, lows in the low 30s.
Partly sunny New Year's day,
highs in the low to mid 40s.
Ky Extended Forecast
Little or no precipitation ex-
pected Wednesay through
Friday. Turning cooler with
overnight lows in the mid 20s.
Daytime highs in the low to mid
4)s Wednesday, then cooling to
the mid and upper 30s Thursday
and Friday.
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Reception Sunday
For Anniversary
Mr. and iirs. Henn- Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Edwards of • Almo Route I will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday. Jan.
6, with a reception at their home.
All relatives and friends are invited to call during the hours
of 2 to 5 p.m.
 Mrs Fdwardsj ht. former Emma C,aldwell. is the daughter 
of the late Claude and Nora Caldwell of Paducah. Mr. Ed-
wards, a retired employee of the Tappan Company, Murray
Division, is the son of the late Nevit and Emma Cope Ed-
wards. They were married Jan. 2,1930, in Metropolis, Ill.
They have five children-Mrs. Patricia Copeland of Tren-
ton, Mich., Hughes Edwards and Bill .Edwards of Dexter,
Mrs. Opal Galloway of Kirksey, and Mrs. Elizabeth Seay of




Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Ray
Thompson of Evansville, Ind.,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Wesley Ray, weighing
seven pounds 4kt ounces, born
on Tuesday, Dec. 18. the
mother is the former Jean
Solowey.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Thompson of
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr. and




























THE ACES IRA G CORN, JR
-Nothing is so easy as to
deceive one's self: for what
we wish, that we readily
believe." -- Demosthenes.
Declarer deceived him-
self in the play of today's
precarious game. He played
for East to have the ace of
hearts because that would
make things easy. The bid-
ding and play screamed out
the opposite. but that
thought was too uncomfort-
able to believe. -
West's club jack went to
declarer's ace and a low
diamond was led to dummy.
Declarer discarded a club
on dummy's second high
diamond and then led
dummy's singleton heart.
East covered dummy's
heart-eight with his nine and
South put up his queen, los-
ing to West's ace. West.
cashed the club king and
exited with his last heart.
East's seven forcing declar-
er's king.
A low heart was ruffed in
dummy (it would have been
bad for West to have ruffed
in with his queen) and a low
trump was led to declarer's
ace. Another low heart was
ruffed in dummy, but now
declarer was trapped
He had no way back to
ruff his last heart and .the
defense collected another
heart, plus a spade trick to
beat the game one trick.
South makes his game by
ducking the first round of
hearts completely. East
wins the heart nine, cashes
the club queen and pushes
through a high diamond.
Declarer ruffs and West
overruffs. but West has no
further defense.
If he leads a spade.
declarer can easily ruff two
small hearts in dummy and
draw the trumps. And if
West exits with a club, dum-
my and East ruff and
declarer overruffs. Now,
declarer's heart suit is
established in the same way.
If the bidding and play
NORTH 1-1-A
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Opening lead: Jack of clubs
reveal the position of a key
ace, it's better that your
opponent plays it on one of
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MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460
CALL JACKSON, TN: TOLL FRFE NO CHARGE




• A K 9 8
K 14 6 4 3
• 8
• A 7 4
North
2 •
ANSWER: Two spades k
reverse showing a stron,
hand Exchange the clubs an.1
diamonds and South's haft!
would not have been
improved by the bidding and
two heart rebid would N
correct.
„ 1-1
Community Calendar rivents Listect
Monday, Dec. 31
New Year's Eve Disco
Dance will be held at the
Jaycee Building at 8 p.m.
Square and round dancing
for New Yea's eve will be
held at the Woodmen of the
"i World Hall at 7 p.m.
Singles Unliinited will not
meet tonight.
Watch Night Service will be
held at 8 pm: at the Sinking
Spring Rapt t Church in-
(iodine specia singing, a film,
and wessage by the Rev.
Charles Blair.
Monday, December 31
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
SUITER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray
Suiter, Jr., 425 Birch cow,
Mayfield, are the parents of a
baby girl, Katie Jane, born on
Monday, Dec. 24, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. 'and
Mrs. Billy R. Suiter, Sr., and
Mr. and Mrs. James B.
Wilson, all of Mayfield.
SALES WINNERS-Persiins with high sales in the recent sale of paper products bs the
Murray Vocational Chaptcr of the Distributive Education Clubs of America ha% e been an-
nounced. Cindy Gibson won first place with 56 units receiving $25 and a stuffed dog. Second
place went to Shelia Lilly %ith 51 units, and third place went to Debra Parrish with 37 units.
They won free tapes. Other persons selling in the top ten places were Bradley Thompson,
Sharon Boggess, Barbie Mattox, Lori Buchanan, Lori Bailey, Chardette I3ebber, Debbie
Ferguson, and Beverly Green, who all received chapter project award certificates. Five
persons-Shelia Lilly, Sharon Boggess. Debra Parrish, Jenger Coursey, and Debbie




FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 2, 1980
What kind of
tomorrow be? To find o11111111E
the stars say, read rile
forecast given for your brit
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)er
Take the initiative re a vork
project. Don't count on °tiers
for help. Do it yourself and
you'll realize your objectives.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) d
A cheerful and positive





(May 21 to June 20)
A family member is willing
to help out financially. Still,
you'll have to be careful in the
management of funds. Don't
overspend.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 6(C)
Stress what you have in
common with others to insure




(July 23 to Aug. 22) 412fg
Concentrate on ways to
improve finances. Despite
interruptions, a behind-the-
scenes vantage point is your
best position.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ifP%
The social scene is lively
now. Though some people will
get on your nerves, you still
have the opportunity to make
favorable contacts.
LIBRA 
.1L(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Maintain a low profile in
career dealings. Despite
commotion and differences of
opinion, you'll learn a lot
ttrough observation.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
The world may seem un-
sympathetic to your views,
but at a social gathering you'll
find a kindred spirit. En-
courage friendship.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )iirkil;
Problems that arise now
may prove themselves
blessings in disguise. If you




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 ifd
Allow others to be them-
selves. Be tolerant of human




(Jan. 20 to Feb. le)
There'll be difficulties in
connection with work, but you
have the energy and the
mettle to deal with them. Keep
Plugging !
PISCES
i Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A mate or close ally holds
the key to good times now.
Don't reject the advances of
one who wishes you the best.
Be responsive.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more sensitive than the
typical member of your sign.
A need for security may draw
you to business, but your
greatest success comes when
you find creative outlets for
your imagination. You may





nation's roller-skating fad is
causing an increase in injuries
related to the sport, according
to the Insurance Information
Institute, which says hospital
emergency rooms report
roller skaters are being ad-
mitted for treatment "at an
alarming rate." An estimated
74,000 roller skaters were
treated during the first seven
months of 1979, compared with
93.000 persons treated in all of
1978. Less than five years ago
only 55,000 skaters were in-
jured annually, the U. S.
Consumer Products Safety
Commission reports:- ,
The sphinx moth has com-
pound eyes, with each eye
composed of hundreds of
seeing units.
Monday, Dee. 31
Knights of Columbus Neu
Year's Party will be held fron:
8:30 p.ni. until after midnight.
Couples of St, Leo's Parish or
friends of parishoners are
invited. Tickets way be
secured from K of C men ibers.
New Year's Eve Dance for
members and their out of town
guests will be held ffrom 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club with Vernon and
Rillie Cohoon as chairmen,
assisted by Messrs and
Mesdames Tommy Carroll,
Bill Fandrich, W. 1. Polly,
Dlyde Adkins, Jerry Grogan,
Richard Knight, and Jim
Brannon.
Watch Night service will be
held at the Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray, from 7 p.m. to
12 midnight.
Tuesday, Jan. 1
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Group II of the First
Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church
library with Nell Robbins and
Hazel Wainscott as hostesses.
Lochie Hart will give the
progran: and Sarah Van
Meter will have the devotion.
Wednesday, Jan. 2
Community Prayer Service
for the Iranian Hostages will
be held at 12 noon at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation and for temporary
location change call 759-1792.
Wednesday. Jan. 2
,Itaptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens t ,t
the Cherry Corner Both(
Church are scheduled to nit...!
at 7p.m. at the church.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Comniunity Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
Lunch for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly will
be served at the Douglas
Center at 12 noon.
Thursday, Jan. 3
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at




Board of Trustees will meet at
4:30 p.m. at the library.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Legion of Mary meeting will
be held following the 10 a.m
mass at St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Knights of Columbus
Council meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community center at 1:30
p.m. with the lesson to be on
"Cover Boxes" with each to
bring box to be covered,
Elmer's glue, macaroni,
beads, etc. Addle Pritchard
will be hostess:
Goshen -United- Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Mission organizations of the
Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
house with Joe Tom Erwin as
speaker on "Birds of Ken-
tucky."
Murray State University
Men's Racer Basketball team
will play the University of
Missouri at St. Louts teamFat
the MSC Arena at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be -open
from 10 a.m. to. 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Lunch will be
served at 12 noon.
Activities for the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m. at the
Hazel Community Center.
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly is scheduled at 12 noon













00 a.m. It.i1S 931/.
The Biggest
Fabric Sale








Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
Satarday TO A.M.-6 P.M.
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1 list mint rrowrant--:
For Murray-Calloway County Senior








The program is designed to
help senior citizens of
Calloway County purchase
differed items from local
merchants at a discount price,
in an attempt to help senior
citizens in the county who are
on a fixed or limited income.
The discount cards can be
obtained at the Murray-
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Office at 106 North
Fourth Street, during regular
Dean.A1,11-\
By Abigail Van Buren
Will Power Is
Habit-Forming
DEAR ABBY: Last New Year's Eve you published some
New Year's resolutions. I cut that column out and taped it on
my bathroom mirror where I could read it every morning. I
want )ou to know that it helped me to become a better per-
'on. I Ill not saying that I kept every one of those resolutions
es er.s single day, but I kept most of them, and they are now
habits v. hit+ have improved my personality, my character
and my self esteem.
hin not a teenager, Abby. I'm a 30-year-old mother of two.
Please make it an annual column; some of your readers
not have seen it. I hope it will help others the way it has
heipydnit
FAITHFUL FLORIDA READER
DEAR READER: "These New Year's resolutions are
based on the original credo of Alcoholics Anonymous. I have
taken the liberty of using that theme with some variations
of rn% own:
Jwa for today I will try to live through this day only, and
not set far-reaching goals to try to overcome all my pro-
blems at once. I know I can do something for 12 hours that
would appall me if I felt that I had to keep it up for a
Just for today I will try to be happy. Abraham Lincoln
said. "Most folks are about as happy as they make up their
minds to be." Ile was right. I will not dwell on thoughts that
depress me. I will chase them out of my mind and replace
them with happy thoughts.
Just for today I will adjust myself to what is. I will fate
reality I will try to change those things which I can change
and accept those things I cannot change.
Just for today I will try to improve my mind. I will not be
a mental loafer. I will force myself to read something that
requires effort, thought and concentration.
Just for today I will do a good deed for
somebody — without letting him know it. (If he or she finds
out I did it, it won't count.)
Just for today I will do something positive to improve my
health. If I'm • smoker, I'll make an honest effort to cut
down. If I'm overweight, Ell-eat nothing I know is fattening.
And I will force myself to exercise—even if it's only walking
around the block, or using the stairs instead of the elevator.
Just for today I will be totally honest. If someone asks me
something I don't know, I will not try to bluff; I'll simply
say, -I don't know."
Just for today I'll do something I've been putting off for a
long time. I'll finally write that letter, make that phone call,
clean that closet, or straighten out those dresser drawers.
Just for today, before I speak I will ask myself, "Is it
true?" "Is is kind?" And if the Answer to either of those
questions is negative, I won't say it.
Just for today. I will make a conscious effort to be
agreeable. I will look as well as I can, dress becomingly,
talk softly, act courteously and not interrupt when
someone else is talking. Just for today not try to improve
anybody except myself.
Just for today I will have a program. I may not follow it
exactly, but I will have it, thereby saving myself from two
pests: hurry and indecision.
Just for today I will have a quiet half hour to relax alone.
!luring this time I will reflect on my behavior and will try to
get a better perspective on my life.
Just for today I will be unafraid. I will gather the courage
to do what is right and take the responsibility for my own
actiohs. I will expect nothing from the world, but I will
realize that as I give to the world, the world will give to me.
P.S. Have • happy, healthy New Year. And pray for peace!
LOVE, ABBY
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send SI and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Early morning blues gives
way to optimism. Capitsilizp
on a new career venture. Do
your own thing, but don't
infringe on others.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 6407
A time for New Year's
resolutions. Accent the
positive. Don't let minor love
and financial problems keep
you from future planning.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 1:1649.
Be patient. Let present
domestic limitations firm
your resolve to turn your
living quarters into the home
of your dreams.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) e!PIES)
Look at the bright side.
Making future plans with
loved ones helps to offset a
tendency to withdraw or to
dwell on the past.




Forego a tendency to think
negatively about your
financial picture. Plan to
capitalize on a current work •
opporunity for gain.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 72) IVPVA-
The outlook is bright for
romance and good times.
Learn to relax. Forget about
career dissatisfactions and
enjoy this pleasant day.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -An
Get away from an at-
mosphere of discord. Dell
engage in arguments. Turn
inward for the solutions you
seek. A friend is helpful.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nil*
Enjoy an opportunity to
meet new people. Seek the
3i9ure World arackeJ Spa
2r. erian aacher
3i9ure World cljaalie3 Spa is pleased to an-
nounce the addition of grian 31.40, of
Murray to their professional staff of exer-
cise councilers.
.20r. 'Lacher will be available by ap-
pointment at the spa, for complete
physical examinations and cardiovascular
stress tests.
office hours of 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday. The only requirement
is that the person be • resident
of Calloway County and over
the age of 60.
The Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens
organization wishes to take
this opportunity to thank the
following merchants for their
involvement in this program.
The Bookmark; Boston Tea
Party; Brenda's Beauty




Carroll Tire Service; Coast to
Coast Hardware; Corn-
Austin; Corvette Lanes; Crass
Furniture;
Dakota Feed & Grain; Dale
& Stubblefield Drug; Den-




Green Door; Graham Jackson
Clothing;
Holiday Inn; Holland




Candy Co; Kentucky Fried






School; Murray Auto Parts;
Motor Parts & Bearings;
Noreen's Dolls & Crafts;
Pagliai's Pizza; Pisza Hut;








Steele & Allbritten; Sonic
Drive-Inn;
Trenholm's Restaurant;
Twin Lakes Office Products;
Town & Country' Dress Shop;





FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 1, 1980
company of optimistic types.
Talks about joint assets un-
dersocre differences.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )e"
A new career plan is good,
but others are liable to be
skeptical. Seek ways to im-
prove your financial picture.
Sidestep dissension.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V4
Petty details can obscure
the overall picture. A positive
attitude brings you success at
this time when some are
negative.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Questions of intimacy affect
the course of relationships. Do




(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(Cr
Family member may be
out-of-sorts, though a social
gathering promises fun for all.
Keep career plans under
wraps. Be sociable.
YOU BORN TODAY are
independent, self-reliant and
ambitious. You have
leadership abilities and can
make your mark in politics.
The key to your, suncess
though lies in your willingness
to cooperate. Diplomacy will
help you get your original
ideas across to others. You put
your .personal stamp on what
you do, and what you do is
usually your own thing. Y(111
have abilities for scientific
research and interior design.
Law, writing, teaching, and
acting are other suitable
vocations for you. Birthdate
of: Barry Goldwater, U.S.
senator; J.D. Salinger,
author; and J. Edgar Hoover,
FBI chief.






(Rhonda), 106 W. 6th, Benton,
Wilson, Baby Girl (Karen),
Rt, 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Black, Baby Girl (Nancy), B
10, Fox Meadows, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Clarice A. Gregory, 515
S. 12th, Murray, Mrs. Nancy
L. Riley and Baby Boy, Rt. 3",
Benton, Mrs. Rebecca J.
Suiter and Baby Girl, 425
Birch Cove, Apt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Wynona R. Blake and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Celilia A. Murphy and Baby
Girl, 1604 Dodson, Murray.
Kenneth P. Collins, 1304
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray,
Robert E. Thompson, No. 35
Holiday Tr. Pk., Benton, Mrs.
Mary W. Evans, 217 W.
Cardinal Lane, Harker
Heights, Texas, Mrs. Alma J.
Irvin, Rt. 4 Bx. 245, Murray,
Charles L. Robertson, 1114
Fairlane, Murray, Mrs. Irma
B. Bucy, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Noah F. Stallons,
Rt. 1 Bx. 548, Hardin, Joe G.
Dunn, Rt. 3, Benton, Lomon C.
Bailey, New Concord.
When buying lamb chops
remember that ribs chops are
likely to be more tender
than shoulder chops.
N'eu- ear's Ere-- -
tk Manly
1-•acief • Times
We Often Bad Time To
Make ResolutionsCelebration Planned
For Couple Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. McLemore, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs Oliver C. McLemore, Sr., of Murray will be
honored by their children on their golden wedding anniver-
sary on Sunday, Jan. 6, with a reception at the social hall of
the First United Methodist Church, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the
hours to 2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. McLemore were married Jan. 4, 1930, in Mrs.
McLemore's home in Rogersville, Ala.
They have two sons, 0. C. McLemore, Jr., and Bill
McLemore, and three grandchildren, Mark, Cindy, and Andy
McLemore, all of Murray.
THE ACES ®HA G CORN, JR.
"To whom can riches'give
repute, or trust,
Content, or pleasure, but
the good and just" -- Alex-
ander Pope.
In today's interesting
game, declarer's trump suit
was as rich as one could
wa,C Nevertheless, careless
play reduced the suit to
nothing and declarer lost a
makable game.
East opened a light hand
in third seat and, after
North showed reasonable
values, South gambled out
the spade game.
West led a heart and
dummy's heart 10 went to
East's jack as declarer
ruffed. A diamond was led
to dummy's queen and the
jack of spades was led for a
losing finesse. West led
another heart, forcing
declarer to ruff again and
declarer drew the remain-
ing trumps, leaving him
with only one trump.
Too late now, declarer
started the club suit, but the
rich trump suit had already
been decimated. East won
the ace and another heart
lead forced declarer to use
his last trump. Now declar-
er was left with only nine
tricks and could never
develop a club for the game
going trick.
The play to the first three
tricks was good enough, but
when declarer was forced to
ruff a second heart, he
should not have drawn
trumps. Instead, he should
have knocked out one club
honor and, when he was
forced to ruff a third heart,
he should have knocked out
the other club honor
The trump nine would be
standing by in dummy to
guard against another heart
lead and declarer would
have time to draw the
trumps and make his game.
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requires a 3-3 split in clubs
against a perfect defense.
Even so, some chance for
success is better than none.
and declarer should have
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-ANSWER: Four hearts. Cue
bid the void suit. This promis-
es first round control, agrees
on spades and suggests a slam
if partner can offer a control
in clubs.
- -
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P 0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply
MADISON, Ind. (AP) —
New Year's Eve is often a bad
time to make resolutions,
according to the acting chief
psychologist at Madison State
Hospital.
But that's when many
people start making their
resolutions and then they
wonder what went wrong
when they're broken, he said.
"We jump right in with both
feet and forego any planning
or organization," Leonard
Miller said.
"People are caught up in the
rah-rah spirit of another year,
so they make a resolution even
though they know they are
going to fail. But we feel less
guilty because we are at least
telling ourselves we're going
to try."
But making a resolution
means more than mumbling
into a glass of champagne.
"If we don't do our
homework, it- ( making
resolutions) is like trying to
hatch eggs in a hurricane," he
said.
Resolutions take work, but
they can be a stepping stone to
success if approached
properly, said Miller, who also
teaches psychology at
Spalding College in Louisville
— located down the Ohio River
from this southeastern
Indiana community.
"Make your resolution now.
Decide what you want to
accomplish and view it as a
gradual process," Miller said.
"Make the iicsired
compatible with litt -
Keep a dial-) if 
it'sti,to keep you on track Arm
yourself a reuard at the t,!
each week if feci
making progress '•
Miller became intere,t,
New Year's resolutions a
four years ago %%tide uork
as director of the tied!
Ky., Outpatient Clink -
"People Lk ere
talking about their t•“
Year's !
couldn't be of much
because I was (low rath,•1
poorly myself," he said
was that? I decidyd
out."
Miller made a i
spend more timy :-
patients and lest- or:
paperwork at the liosp.!,i:
He drafted a plan •
to it. He made the
change compatibly sk Itl.
lifestyle. He took hrya k
administrative duties
complish his goal.
"I just decided that it I had
to spend an hour at the end ot
the next day to catch up, then I
would do it," Miller said. I
realized it wasn't ft.
the world."
GO TOG ET H
Three C's in South ,11 Oh ,
Border cooking have a spend
affinity for each other.
are cheese, chilies, and corn
Without them, tacos, tamales.






Classes For Girls ages 4-18
Boys Ages 6-18
Ladies-Slimnasties
Registration: Sat., January 12, 19tia
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Murray Tennis Center Inc.
N. I I
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To Put Things Off
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Procrastinators take heart: you have a
whole new year to put off doing things.
Even Kentuckians who pride
themselves on getting most things done
in time often put off unpleasant chores
until right before the deadline.
Take Christmas shopping. No matter
how often people are reminded that
there are X-number of shopping days
until Christmas, there always seem to
be one or two gifts that must be pur-
chased at the last minute.
Some of the more unpleasant
deadlines that loom each year are those
for property tax payments; vehicle
license plate purchases, and payment
of personal income taxes.
All can be sweetened somewhat by
early action.
On property tax payments you can
obtain a small discount by paying
early .
Fayette County taxpayers, for
example, receive a 2 percent discount if
their checks are postmarked by today.
The discount diminishes as the final
deadline approaches.
On a large tax bill it's possible to save
a considerable amount, but even
keeping just a few dollars from the tax
collector is always a pleasure.
As for vehiele registration, long lines
that circle county courthouses every
year attest to the tendency of motorists
to put off purchasing license decals
until the last minute.
The deadline for having new licenses
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for vehfication. The phorle
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
'ondense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32. Murray. Ky. 42071.
on most vehicles is March 1, but you
can buy the decals as early as Jan. 2.
You can save yourself a long wait in
the cold by picking up the $12.50 decal
at the county clerk's office in January,
or you can spend 15 cents and save gas
by mailing your old license certificate
to the clerk along with a check for $13.
He will mail the decals to you. The
extra 50 cents is to cover handling
charges.
Under the state's staggered licensing
system, Kentuckians who bought cars
after Jan. 1, 1978, will renew their
licenses at times based on the purchase
date of the car. The new program
should make for somewhat smaller
crowds at the courthouse this year, but
the staggered system probably won't be
fully implemented for several years.
April 15 is everybody's bogeyman,
and while it's possible to delay the pain
of paying federal and state income
taxes by a couple of months by simply
filling out an extension form, it can be
more rewarding to get taxes out of the
way early.
Especially if you're due a refund.
If you file your tax returns early in
the year, before the IRS and state
Revenue Department are swamped,
and you claim a refund, a government
check is likely to arrive quickly.
The later you file your taxes — even if
it's before the April deadline — the










Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline. 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My sister and I are
considering placing our aunt in a
nursing home. The problem is we have
heard that many nursing homes are not
always as reputable as they seem. Can
you give us some guidance about what
we should look for and what questions
we should ask that would help us to
make our choice of homes? — Y.G.
Yes. We would like to point out also
that there are various check lists
available. Through the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, there is
a check list that has more than 110
questions and sub-questions. It is called
"Nursing Home Care" (SRS 76-249021.
A slightly modified version of the same
list appears in "Thinking about a
Nursing Home," a pamphlet published
by the American Health Care
Association, 1200-15th St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20005. Even without a
check list, there are certain things to
look for in your evaluation of any
nursing home:
CLEANLINESS: Does the facility
look clean? How about the bathrooms,
bed linens? Does the place smell clean
— no smell of urine? Are they using
heavily scented deodorants to possibly
cover something up? Look around.
Look closely for cockroaches, ants, flies
and lice.
Milady Ledger & Times
ing 700
Publisher Walter C Apperson
Editor R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Tunes is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christ-
mas Day, New Sears Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St.
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 421171,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carners, $300 per month payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farrrungton, Ky , and
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear. To. '22 00 per
year By mail to other destinations, $37 50 per
year
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
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republish local news originated by The Matey
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Bilaillega Off ice 713-1916
(laud bed Advertising .  753-1916
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FOOD AND MEALS: Try to taste the
food Do those who need help in eating
get it right away — after the fBod gets
cold, not at all? Do lots of trays go back
with food uneaten?
FIRE SAFETY: When was the last
fire drill? Has anyone ever seen the
sprinkler system being tested to make
sure its connected?
THE STAFF: Are they generally
smiling? Do tbey seem irritated or
hostile when asked to do something
extra? When you push a buzzer, does
anyone come — and how soon? How
long have the nurse's aides or orderlies
been there? High turnover says
something negative about working
conditions, and residents may wind up
being victims of untrained or unhappy
staff members.
ACTIVITY: What are the people
doing most of the time? Playing games
or cards? Knitting? Is there chatting?
Is it involved? Or are people just sitting
or staring at the TV or cars passing?
DRUGS AND MEDICATION: Are
drugs carefully labeled, noted and
dispensed? Are residents generally
alert, or do you spot too many "zom-
bies" just sitting or in bed in the middle
of the day?
MEDICAL CARE: If you can, talk
privately with the residents (a staff
member at your elbow at all times may
be a warning that there is something
negative to find out). Don't ask how
good medical attention is; instead, ask
when the resident last saw and actually
spoke with his or her doctor, op-
thalmologist, dentist, podiatrist.
QUALITY OF CARE: This is not easy
to judge quickly, even for professionals,
but try. Was there a physiotherapist or
an occupational therapist in action
while you were there? How many
patients were restrained — tied to beds
or chairs? Does the administrator turn
red when you ask about rehabWtation
programs, or glower when you ask how
many residents got out last year —
alive?
Heartline has written a free nursing
home check list. To obtain it, send 35
cents for postage and handling to
Heartline Nursing Home Tips, 114 E.
Dayton St., W. Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: Last week I had an
Injury while shopping and had to have a
tetanus shot. Will Medicare cover this?
— R.L.
Yes. For further information on
Medicare, we have available our 1980
edition of our Medicare guidebook. To
order, send $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to
Medicare, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381






By M. C. Garrott
A Look Back it 1979 And Some
Of The 'Galleys' It Produced
I suppose it is only fitting that, as we
stand on the threshold of a new year, to
pause for a moment and look back
across 1979 and the 103 columns it
produced.
I couldn't honestly tag one as
-Column of The Year." They were all
fun to do, although a few do stand out in
my mind. The one about Arthur Rowlett
and his tobacco twisting days is one, as
are the two about "Cock-a-Doodles,"
the wayward rooster that gave Woodfin
and Jennie Hutson so much pleasure
last winter before the dogs caught and
killed him.
++++++
Then the one about the way a big
.batch of snow cream could take the
edge off a winter storm caught some
fancies. Several called with recipes
after I had given Cathryn's. It floored
me when Dr. Richard Butwell, our vice-
president for academic programs at
Murray State and a native of Maine
called to learn more about it. If the
column did anything worthwhile in 1979
it was, strangely enough, to introduce
Dr. Dick and his family to this deli4ous
wintertime delicacy.
The column about Hamp Erwin's epic
swoops down Main Street in his Air
Force F-80 Shooting Star back in :950
was one of the most enjoyable to vrite.
I chuckled all the time I was writing it,
picturing folks scattering in all
directions when that plane roared the
length of Main Street — not once but
twice — at an altitude of only 200 feet. It
makes a great conversational story.
++++++
I also have told and retold Archie
Stimmons' story about the lost dog of
his youth, "Old Jack," and how it •.00k
him 25 years to learn what had hap-
pened to him. Remember the story"
Archie's father had gone to a Ballard
County lake to dynamite some fish. He
took "Old Jack" along. When the first
lighted stick of dynamite was tossed
Into the water, "Old Jack," thinking it a
game, plunged in to retrieve it. You can
imagine the outcome as he swam
proudly back toward the boat with its
two terrified occupants frantically
paddling away when it went off in his
jaws.
I sent that story to Jerry Dower,
thinking perhaps he could build one of
his routines around it, but he never
acknowledged it.
Another dog column I enjoyed doing
was the one on "Joker," Dan Roberts'
$400, pedigreed, Golden Retriever.
"Joker," bought for hunting, thinks
fetching sortie dumb dead duck from
Icy water is for the birds. He'd rather
stay at home by the fire.
++++++
Perhaps the most fascinating of the
many interviews I conducted during
1979 was with 22-year-old Jeff Kurth.
Jeff spent three months last summer
riding his 10-speed bicycle almost 6,000
miles across the western and nor-
thwestern United States and up into




We have all heard the words,
originally those of Alexander Pope
(1688-1744), that proclaim that "a little
learning is a dangerous thing." Most of
us are less familiar with the response of
Thomas Henry Huxley in 1881
If a little knowledge is dangerous,
where is the man who has so much
as to be out of danger.
And if all this amounts to a suspicion
of the untempered intellect and it
does — such worry is not new We have
all, at one time or another, had occasion
to witness the truth of Henry Hazlitt's
statement (1821) that "a mere scholar,
who knows nothing but books, must be
Ignorant even of them."
gone along with him — had I been 30
years younger.
Nor, could I close out 1979 without
mentioning the pleasure I got from
doing the four-part series on the late
commissioner of the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association, Ted
Sanford.
I long had heard about Mr. Sanford,
who started his career in Murray, but I
never had the priviledge of knowing
him. Seven of his closest friends shared
their memories of him with me for the
columns. People still are telling me
stories about him.
++++++
Memorable interviews of 1979 in-
cluded the ones with: Mary Jo Curt-
singer, the young lady in the Racers'
mascot costume last spring; some of
"the girls" who played basketball in the
county 65 years ago; Attorney General
Steve Beshear, when he was a can-
didate in the primary election last May.
Also, with George Lilly and Pete
Panzera on their jogging experiences;
Joe B. Smith, as he recalled the old
Hernitite Center Furnace; Dr. Alice
Koenecke on her trip down the
Mississippi on the Delta Queen; and
with Nancy Hendon as she related how





columns abourmy dad and his years of
faithfully building fires in the open
grates of our home when I was a boy;
memories of my days as a Mayfield
Country Club caddy; the girls smoking
in Murray State's new Wells Hall back
in 1926; and the day-long, first and last
fishing trip Cathryn and I took to
Reelfoot Lake with Love Harris and
Wlater Lookofsky of 'Mayfield brought
+++-+ •-4-•-•-••••-•-4444444-• •-•4444-•-•++4-•44-••-•  •• ++ •-•  •• •-•-•-•4•
to mind Iasi January when Walter
passed away — each of these have a
tendency to spring out at me from 1979.
These, and all the others, are history
now, and it will be interesting at the end
of 1980, the good Lord willing, to look
back and see what that year had in
store.
With your continued good help, I will
do my best to give you something in-
teresting to read and perhaps chuckle
about twice a week. I know many of you
have interesting stories to tell, and I
hope you will share them with me.
I will appreciate hearing from you. A
note to me in care of The Ledger &
Times or an evening call to me at home
1753-7809 ) will do it. It would be nice to
hear from you.
Meanwhile, best wishes for God's
richest blessings in health, wealth and












By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
CspyreiM.
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War enrollment of all men not previously registered from the
ages of 20 to 40 years began at nine locations in the county on
Feb. 16, 1942. The original Selective Service Act was passed in
1940. In tile February registration 1,175 Calloway men were en':
rolled for possible induction.
The Murray City Council in a special call session Tuesday,
Feb. 24, 1942, discussed the possibility of purchasing the properties
of the Kentucky-Tennessee Light Ot Power Company located in
Murray. At the conclusion, the council agreed to enter negotiations
with the privately-owned energy system.
The first of a long trail of tragic war announcements reached
Calloway County when the War Department telegraphed a message
to Paducah, relayed by phone to. Sheriff Carl Kingins, announcing
the missing in action of Lewis Chester Dodds, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Moss Dodds who lived four miles north of Murray. He had enlisted
in the U. S. Navy in May of 1939. Inasmuch as the department had
requested the Dodds family not to reveal the name of the ship, its
location, or the commanding officer, additional details were not
available.
The largest war rally in the recent history of Calloway County
was scheduled for Sunday, March 29, at thel Murray Normal School
stadium, where citizens were called togethei for the single purpose
of pushing forward war efforts in this county. Short speeches,
bands, soldiers, parade flags, mothers, fathers and registrants for
war service mingled in a joint effort to surge the war fervor of the
community to successfully prosecute the war.
The Keys-Houston Clinic and the William Mason Memorial
hospital were amalgamated in April, 1942. After that date all
patients would receive in-bed treatment at the hospital, however
the Clinic would continue as first aid treatment and medical offices.
It was several years, however, before this arrangement took effect.
Consolidation of the hospital was made possible by raising funds
by public subscription to finance the purchase of the Mason Hos-




The Murray City Council gave the
first reading to an ordinance which
increases rates in the city for natural
gas. This is the first rate increase for
the Natural Gas System since it was
formed 12 years ago.
Airman First Class Dan Jones is now
stationed at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. G
B. Jones of Murray.
Deaths reported include Johnri
Kelso, 83, and Orville Cloyse Herndon,
56.
Births reported include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. James C. West on Dec. 21, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Shoffner on
Dec. 28, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Ford on Dec. 29.
B. J. Saunders, former Murrayan,
has been named "Coach of the Year" in
Savannah, Ga., after taking his
Savannah Country Club Hornets to the
State Championship Class C in Georgia
He is married to the former C'harlene
Orr, and is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Rufus Saunders of Murray.
)1/L. ears Aga
One of the four Methodist Con-
ferences on spiritual birth and growth
scheduled for early 1960 will be held
Jan. 1-3 at the Kenlake Hotel, Kentucky
Lake State Park, near Murray.
Deaths reported include Norton
Cochran, 72.
Pat Murdock will speak at the wor-
ship services Sunday at the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital Include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dexter Mead.
New Concord lost to Fulton County
and Kirksey lost to Mayfield in the
Mayfield Invitational Christmas
Basketball Tournament.
Pure pork sausage is listed as selling
for two pounds for 29 cents in the ad for
Johnson's Grocery this week
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Last Angry Man" starring Paul
Muni and David Wayne
curs
Fire damaged the home, owned by
Dr. Ora K. Mason, and occupied by Mr
and Mrs. A. B. Futrell last night.
Holmes Ellis, manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, told the Murray Rotary
Club that the future of dark fired
tobacco in Western Kentucky is good if
certain measures are taken.
Deaths reported include Robert I
Williams, two days.
Joe Williams of Memphis. Tenn., has
been appointed manager of the
National Hotel. Murray, to succeed
Miss Else Long who has resigned after
five years to be associated with the
Hotel Berry at Athens, Ohio.
Charles H. Oakley, Certified Public
Accountant, is now a member of the
staff of J. H. Shackelford, Public
Accountant, with offices in Murray and
Mayfield. .
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Massacre River" starring Guy
Madison and Rory Calhoun.
Bible Thought
But we are sure that the judgment
at Cud is according nf truth . Ro-
mans 2:2 
rr,
',o.'1% thmg that (,od &re.. .1l 4ml
mg to absolute truth His pudgment
and de, isions based ,n hii. o. •
lettness
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 31, the 365th
and last day of 1979.
Today's highlight in history:
On December 31st, 1879, in Menlo
Park, N.J., Thomas Edison put on his
first big public demonstration of the
light bulb and electrical system.
On this date:
In 1943, there was a near-riot of
bobby-soxers in New York's Times
Square as Frank Sinatra opened a
singing engagement at the Paramount
Theater.
In 1946, President Harry Truman
officially declared an end to World War
"-
In 1951, the Marshall Plan expired
after distributing $12.5 billion worth qf
past-war foreign aid.
In 1968, the United Nations security
Council unanimously censured Isra •
for its helicopter commando raid on th:
airport in Beirut, Lebanon. _
In 1970, the Soviet Union commuted'
the death sentences of two Jews cone'
victed of trying to hijack an airliner ttg
Israel.
Ten years ago, the Nixon ads;
ministration told the Supreme Court it;:,
would file suits throughout the South t$
force school integration unless th i
justices set such a deadline them.selvesh
Five years ago, gold sales became ;
legal in America for the first time since.'"
1933. But buying was slow. ,
One year ago, anti-shah violence .
continued in Iran, with more than 200 .
persons reported killed in two days of ,
fighting. ,
Today's Birthdays: Singer John„
Denver is 36. Fashion designer Diane,
i*:Von Furstenberg is 33. • •
,Y.
Thought For Today. Alwayal.
remember that your own resolution tI.
succeed is more important than an ,
other one thing Abraham Lincoln2.
(1809-1865) .
1
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A Baby Book
For Mr. or Miss 1980
ALLISON'S CGa rigss &
Downtown Court Sq.
$20 Savings Account
For Mr. or Miss 1980
SECURITY FEDERAL






Educator Spoon & Fork
for the First Baby of 1980
Compliments of
Lindsey's Jewelry
1st Pair of Baby Shoes






1 Case of Enfamil
For Mr. or Miss 1980
1 Case Baby Formula
To Mr. or Miss 1980
Clinic Pharmacy
5th & Walnut 753-8302
Gift Certificate
for




Noon: 9-6 Mon.-Sat., Fri. 9-9
A Sayings Account
• Now Open
For Mr. or Miss 1980
ot
Bank of Murray
A $15.00 Gift Certificate








1. Winning baby must be born in this county.
2. Parents must be residents of this county.
3. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending physician.
4. Parent must apply to the Murray Ledger & Times to Receive
Prizes







To Mr. or Miss 1980
Carter Studio
304 Main Street
1 Case of Baby Food




II From Norm Brivo-lo
90 Savings Account
For Mr. or Miss 1980
------ HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION





For The Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1980
t4 Captain D's














Of Mr. or Miss 1980
rip 12th & Chestnut 753-1314
eUTZti's




Is RAN MILK s.AFE?
Allan R. Magic, Ph.D., M.P.H.
Recent years have wit
nessed a return to "natural
foods.- Among the promoted
products that are supposed to
contribute to better health is
raw or unpasteurized milk.
Pasteurization has been one
of the most important steps in
protecting the public's health
from milk-transmitted di,
seases. Pasteurized milk has
rarely been linked to such
human illnesses as salmonel
losis, brucellosis, tuberculosis,
Q fever, typhoid fever. shi
gellosis. and streptococcal di-
sease. In countries where milk
is not routinely pasteurized
milk-borne transmission of
these diseases remains a sig-
nificant problem.
Two facts are important to
remember: 1 Adults do not
need milk. No other animal
drinks milk beyond the wean-
ing stage. t2I Raw milk would
be a good product if it did not
contain disease organisms.
Proponents of raw milk
claim that pasteurization, be-
sides killing certain bacteria.
also "kills" certain nutrients.
It alters, they claim, protein.
destroys "certain vitamins"
and reduces the level-sof avail-
able minerals. Let's look at
these claims.
Alters protein. It is well
known that heat destroys en-
zymes. but whether they are
necessary to remain healthy is
debatable. The human body
produces all the enzymes , it
requires for normal function.
The acid in the stomach de-
stroys most food enzymes
anyway.
Destroys vitamins. The
main ones mentioned are A,
C. and some of the B complex.
Actually there is not enough
vitamin C in milk to prevent
scurvy. Citrus fruits. toma-
toes and other fresh fruits and
egetables contain ample a-
mounts. The same arguments
apply to the other vitamins.
Reduces available minerals.
Although there is some ques-
tion whether it is less avail-
able after pasteurization, cal-
cium, a mineral needed by
everyone and one of the main
minerals supplied by milk, is
also abundantly found in other
foods.
What about the health risks
of using raw milk? In Califor-
nia. one of the states where
use of unpasteurized milk is
strongly promoted, at least
2.150 rases of salmonellosis
i an intestinal infection caused
by a bacterium) resulted last
year from its use. The actual
number of human victims is
undoubtedly much greater
than reported. tExperience
has shown that there are at
least 100 cases that go un-
diagnosed and reported for
every diagnosed case.) While
not growing any faster or
"better.- children drinking
raw milk suffer significantly
more from diptheria, scarlet
fever, intestinal disturbances
and rickets. Even calves
raised on pasteurized milk did
as well as those given raw
milk.
Don't take unnecessary
risks. If you drink milk, make
it pasteurized!
by the Health Department, Gen-
eral Conference of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church, as a community
service.
Grow it your way
...with our crop money.
Growling crops is your business
ours is financing agriculture.
We re the farm credit peoOle.
That's our specialty
So when you've got a
cropping plan that calls for
cash. count on PCA
leaders in crop financing
We understand your needs, large
and small And were committed to
helping you achieve your goals
You'll find that PCA has the flexibility
to tailor loan terms and re-
payment'to fit your particu-
lar plan We hear you talk-
ing We understand And
with your sound plan and
our money, you can grow
crops your way
Jackson Purchase PCA
641 North — 753-5602
LET'S TALK. •
SHOWN AT YOUNG FARMER Association Banquet are left to right, seated. Dan HutsonII of Hutson's Ag Service, Young Farmer Class Sponsor: Danny Cunningham. YoungFarmer Class president; back rou. other Young Farmer Officers, Marty Carraway.reporter; Mike Burchett. secretary; Richard Jones, treasurer; and Shea Sykes. vice presi-dent.
Pullouts May Cause Oil Shortages
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
A survey indicates there may
be as many as 5,000 home oil
users in Kentucky who are left
without suppliers this winter
because of company pullouts
from their areas.
But state Energy Com-
missioner Damon Harrison
said there is no need for panic
on their part.
The. state's "set-aside"
program assures a redirected
flow of oil in hardship cases,
he said.
Before resorting to that
program, though, the Energy
Department attempts to find
other suppliers for the af-
fected residential customers.
Harrison said this often is
not successful because
companies prefer not to take
on new permanent customers.
If a supplier cannot be
found, the solution is to tap the
setaside program, under
which the state has control off
percent of the heating oil
allocated in Kentucky each
month.
The state does not have
physical possession of the oil,
which is spread among the
inventories of various sup-
pliers.
But it has the power to shift
the direction of the 4 percent
of monthly oil set aside for
that purpose.
"So far this season, the
supply siituation has not
popped up as a monumental
problem, possibly because
most people were warned that
their suppliers were pulling
out," Harrison said.
"But if a crisis does
materialize and they run out-
of home heating oil, we can-
handle the situation."
Greg Guess, director of
distribution for oil allocation,
said most of the calls come
from western Kentucky and
usually are resolved by
arrangements for alternate
supplies.
The state alsd has a set-
aside program for gasoline, in
which it gains control every
month of 5 percent of the
allocation to companies.
Harris& said that to date,
no more than 3 percent has
been used in any month for
hardship cases — and hard-
ship has a different meaning
than in the case of home
heating.
"Being low on gas in a filling
station is not considered
hardship," he said.
But trying to operate a farn,
without fuel is considered
hardship, and so are gasolin,
shortages . at minty.,
operations. Police and
firefighting agencies that rur
short of gasoliii,
automatically qualify for set-
aside allocations.
"We also have madu.
allocations to entire countit..
whed the total sop'
allocated in a given mont'-
was l6s than 50 percent
need," Harrison said. "That
usually happens when a
supplier pulls out of the
market and there is nobody to
replace him."
The energy commissioner




because of the threat of
resulting shortages.
He said that by the middle of
each month, it usually is
apparent whether there will
be any hardship shortages.
When the state knows the
general picture at that lime, it
customarily puts back 2
percent of the 5 percent set-




1 Support 5 Broom
5 Greek letter 6 Printer's
9 Transgress measure
12 Roof edge 7 Gratutty



















28 Pamphlet 23 Pack aaay
29 Cry 24 Woody plant
31 Crony 25 Sun goc
34 Faroe Islands 26 Land mPas-
wtorIvrind ure
35 Shipworms 30 Contain.-?.r
38 Scale note 32 Seed crating
39 Damp 33 Girl's name
41 Rodent 36 Male sheep











































40 Cylindrical 50 Tax
43 Man's nick- 54 Female deer
name 56 Expire
45 While 57 Anglo-Saxon
47 Birds homes money
48 Young horse 58 Males
49 Unemployed 61 Yes Sp
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RECAST
County Young Farmer Group
Held Class Banquet Dec. 21
The Calloway County Young
Farmer Association held its
class banquet Friday night,
Dec. 21 at Big Joe's
Restaurant. Hutson's Ag
Service of Murray was the
class sponsor and hosted the
meal for 30 young farmer
class members and their
guests.
Mark Paschall, 1979 YFA
President, was the master of




The public has until January
18 to comment on how large
the 1979 national marketing
quotas should be for dark type
tobaccos.
A final decision on quotas
will be announced before
February 1, according to Ray
Fitzgerald, administrator of





marketing quotas will be
established for these types of
tobaccos:
Type, Fire-cured (types 21-
), Principal Growing States,
Kentucky, Tennessee,
Virginia. 




Further details about the
programs for these types of
tobaccos will be published in
the Federal Register.
Comments should be sent to
the director, price support and
loan division, USDA-ASCS,
P.O. Box 2415, Washington,
D.C., 20013. The comments
will be available for public
inspection in the Office of the
Director, Rooin 3741, of the
Department's South Building
HONORARY DEGREES
MEDFORD, Mass. (API -
Jean Mayer, thit F'rench-borr
president of Tufts University,
awarded honorary degrees to
five individuals during the
inauguration ceremonies of
the Tufts University Center

















ficers were Monty Wilson,
vice president; Max Gore,
secretary; Bill Ed Murdock.
reporter, and Thomas Mur-
dock, treasurer.
The production contest
winners were announced by
class instructor Johnnie
Stockdale. They were Dale
Outland in coin production
with a 195 bushel per acre
yield and Mike Burchett in
soybean production with a 49
bushel per acre yield.
Laura Paschall, President
of the YFA women's program
commented on the highlight
of 1979.
The meeting closed with the
election of 1980 Young Farmer
Officers. They are Darut
Cunningham, president; Shea
Sykes. vice president; Mike
Burchett, secretary; Richard
Jones, treasurer, and Marty
Carraway, reporter.
1977 Ford GradOda
2 door, 6 cylinder, 4 speed, air, power steering, one
owner, extra nice.
$3,100
GliDtUULL moron PINTS OrVIS10111
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
millm mew mem witim agigo. maw mom
ith full service
banking! WhO could
resist having all the
financial services right
under one roof? Its so
convenient... and time
saving! 'You'll fall in,








Fancy Farm, Ky. — Ph. 623-6392
Hours: Mon. — Fri. 7:00 — 5:00 p.m.
ATTENTION FARMERS!!
Balance you expenses with your income.
sure to have the fertilizer you want when you want it.
IF YOU PAY NOW
1. Hutson's Ag. Service will guarantee NO price increase
to date of deli'Very.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit of the cheaper price.
3. If fertilizer is available anywhere at a cheaper price Hutson will
refund money or meet the price.
HursoNs Ag. SERVICE INC





















































CLOSED: December 24th & 25th & New Year's Day














\ By Abigail Van Buren
Virgin, 55, Needs
Bridal-Path Guide
DEAR ABBY: I am a 55 yearold woman, about to be married for the first time to a man who lost his wife last year.lkle is 58.1 We have a lot in common. In fact, we are bothministers of the same church.
I need someone to fill me in on a few things so I won't beso dumb on my wedding night. 1 don't have a mother orsister or anyone I can ask. As you can guess. I am a virgin,having saved myself for the man I was to marry.Should I undress in front of him? I read in a novel oncethat a man loves to undress his bride. (It's an old novel; doyou suppose the idea is outdated, too?) Also, do you think hewould laugh if I asked for total darkness at, first? I wouldjust die with the lights on. Also, is it possible to get pregnant at my age? We've never discussed it, but I'm sure wedon't want any children at our ages.
Any help you can give rue will be appreciated. I hope youwon't think my questions foolish. I'll sign my name, but don'tuse it.
ANONYMOUS IN CANADA
DEAR ANON YMOt S: First, see a physician and ask himif you can get pregnant, III he says, "Maybe," don't takechances— take precautions!) As for the undressing, lights onor off, just let your husband take the lead, and if you're em-barrassed, let him know it.
DEAR ABBY: If your husband could hardly wait for thehunting season to open. and then took off in the middle ofthe night for a five day hunting trip and forgot to take hisrifle, what would you think?
WEST TEXAS WIFE
DEAR W WE: I would think that he did not intend toshoot whatever it was that he set out to hunt!
DEAR ABBY: HURT IN LONG BEACH really struck araw nerve. She said she spent hours scrubbing the tileshower with a toothbrush only to hear her husband say,"You missed a spot by the door."
Believe me. I could write a book! Our marriage started outthe same way. In 18 years. I've never kept the house cleanenough, cooked a meal good enough, dressed myself wellenough, or corrected the children often enough. I honestlycan't recall getting one compliment from him. I held a full-time teaching job all through our marriage, too, but thatdidn't alter his expectations.
No matter what went wrong, it was always MY fault.When the roof leaked lafter 12 years in the same housel itwas MY fault because he never wanted to buy that house inthe first place. When the children played ball and broke ourwindow, he wanted to know why I "let" them do it.My husband has always had a very poor sellimage.Everything that went wrong he blamed on someone else. Idon't believe in divorce. My mother taught me that whenyou trade husbands, you only trade one set of faults foranother, so I stayed with him. On our 18th anniversary HE.moved out because I was making HIM unhappy!
I'm not telling HURT what to do, but she's been marriedonly one year to a man who sounds exactly like myhusband—all criticism and no compliments. I hope shedoesn't wait 18 years to realize she'd he better off withouthim.
SLOW LEARNER
DEAR SLOW: I told HURT not to rely on a few lines inmy column to communicate the hurt, anger and frustrationshe felt — to choose the proper time and vent her feelingsand encourage her husband to vent his.
Too bad you didn't speak up 18 years ago.










Bay One, Get One Free
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The More You Know About Us. The More You Can SaveOpen New Year's Day n P.M. To 6 P.M.
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Prices Good New Year's Day Only
Save Up to 50% On These Specials




Ladies Sweaters  Reg. 12.99
All Girls Coats 
All Men's Coats
100% Virgin Acrylic 72x90
Restful Blanket
Listerine 









  .. Reg. 5.88








  Reg. 13.91 Save 
5.09$888
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Sports
Weekend Of Upsets:
Murray Ledger & Times
Three Underdogs, Pittsburgh Remain In Quest For Super Bowl XIV Title
By BRUCE LOW ITf
AP Sports Writer
The last time the Los
Angeles Rams visited Tampa,
the got their heads handed to
them - but, then again, the
last time they visited Dallas...
On Sunday. the Rams taught
Roger Staubach and the
Cowboys a lesson in miracle
comebacks and earned
another trip to Florida's Gulf
Coast - where the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers are planning
on another miracle of their
own.
It was a weekend of upgets.
In three of the four National
Football League playoff
games, the underdogs won,
putting a few new faces in the
Jan. 6 conference cham-
pionship games.
In the National Conference.
the Bucs kept their Cinderella
season alive Saturday by
beating the Philadelphia
Eagles 24-17. And on Sunday,
the Rams, 30-6 regular-season
losers in Dallas last Oct. 14,
shocked the Cowboys 21-19.
In the American Con-
ference, the battered Houston
Oilers rode an extraordinarily
aroused defense to a 17-14
victory Saturday over the San
Diego Chargers. And on




mauled the Miami Dolphins
34-14.
So the Bucs, winless in 1976,
their first season, but the NFC
Central Division champions
this year, take on the NFC
West champion Rams, whom
they beat 21-6 last Sept. 23.
And the AFC Central cham-
pion Steelers, who flattened
rouston 34-5 in last year's
AFC title game, take on the
Oilers, their division's wild-
card team, again.
Vince Ferragarno, who had
thrown touchdown passes of 32
yards to Wendell Tyler and 43
yards to Ron Smith in the first
half but had seen the Rams'
14-5 lead turn into a 19-14
deficit, teamed with Billy
Waddy on a 50-yard TD pass
play with 2:06 remaining for
the victory that avenged last
year's 28-0 NFC title-game
loss to the Cowboys.
Coach Ray Malavasi was
still savoring the dramatic
triumph when someone asked
him when he'd begin thinking
about the Bucs.
.'Soon," he replied. "In
about two hours. We'll enjoy
the win here, but when the
plane touches down in Los
Angeles we'll start planning
for Tampa Bay.
"We've played them before
this year and didn't do too
well,- Malavasi understated,
"but I'll tell you this - if we
play our next two games like
we did today, we'll win it all."
Ferragamo's day started
inauspiciously with a safes
when he slipped and fell in his
end zone trying to escape
Dallas' rush. But he
responded with his TD pass to
Tyler and, after Rafael
Septien made it 7-5 with a 33-
yard field goal for Dallas,
Ferragamo found Smith on
the end of his "Hail. Mary"
bomb into the end zone three
seconds before halftime.
Roger Staubach, who
brought the Cowboys back
from the brink of defeat in the
final to minutes of three
games in 1979, guided Dallas
into position for Ron Springs'
1-yard TD run in the third
period and beat a Rams' blitz
by passing two yards to tight
end Jay Saldi to put the
Cowboys on top 19-14 with
12:47 to play.
The Steelers were awesome
in their triumph over Miami,
scoring touchdowns the first
three times they got the ball.
First Sidney Thornton capped
a drive with the opening
kickoff by piling in from one
yard out. Then Terry Brad-
shaw hit scoring passes of 17
yards to John Stallworth and
20 yards to Lynn Swann.
The Dolphins, totally
outgunned in virtually every
department, got a TD on Bob
Griese's seven-yard pass to
Duriel Harris after an official
gave Miami the ball - ap-
parently mistakenly -
because he believed a
member of the Steelers had
touched it after a Dolphin
punt.
But that only closed the
margin to 20-7 and the Steelers
quickly put to rest any
thoughts of yet another upset
when Rocky Bleier and
Franco Harris ran for short-
yardage touchdowns.
Now come the Oilers, who
found themselves so badly
outplayed in the snow, sleet
and freezing rain in Pitt-
sburgh a year ago.
"The two best teams are in
it," Bradshaw said of the AFC
title rematch. "It doesn't snow
in Houston ( where the Oilers
beat Pittsburgh 20-17 on the
regular-season's next-to-last
Monday night 1. If it snows
here, that's an edge we'll
take."
"Next week will be the
game of the decade," added
Swann, "and the Steelers have
always been able to meet that
challenge."
On Saturday, the Oilers,
with NFL rushing champion
Earl Campbell and quar-
terback Dan Pastorini ben-
ched with injuries, beat the
Chargers, thanks to five in-
terceptions, a playoff record
four of them by safety Vernon
Perry. He also blocked a punt
and returned the ball 57 yards




touchdown pass to Mike
Renfro on a play covering 17
yards.
The Bucs, who shed their
label as laughable losers by
putting together the league's
best defense this season, got
sonic unaccustomed help from
their offense with Ricky Bell
carrying the ball a playoff-
record 38 times for 142 yards
and two touchdowns and Doug
Williams passing nine yards to
tight end Jimmie Giles for
another score against the
Eagles.
"It's like a fairy tale, but
this team deserves a fairy
tale," said Bell. "I believe in
Cinderella and this is a Cin-
derella team."




Clemson and Baylor all had




Arkansas harbored hopes of
beginning 1980 by making
itself the college football
champion of the year that
ends today.
On New Year's Day, the
nationatchampionship figures
to be decided in one of three
bowl games. The Rose Bowl
pits No.1 Ohio State against
No.3 Southern Cal, the Sugar
has second-ranked Alabama
against No.6 Arkansas and the
Orange features fourth-rated
Florida State against No.5
Oklahoma. The Cotton Bowl,
the only one of the Jan. 1
games that doesn't appear to
have a bearing on the national
title, pits No.7 Nebraska and
No.8 Houston.
Before those heavy battles
take place, Clemson and
Baylor had a date in the Peach
Bowl this afternoon and
Purdue was to take on Ten-
nessee tonight in the
Bluebonnetpowl.
In the only games this
weekend, North Carolina
edged Michigan 17-15 in the
Gator Bowl and Missouri took
the Hall of Fame Bowl, 24-14
over South Carolina.
Clemson, 8-3 and ranked
18th, went into the Peach Bowl
a slight favorite over Baylor.
7-4 and ranked 19th. The
Bears, of the Southwest
Conference, played one of the
toughest schedules in the
country this season: their four
losses were to Texas.
Arkansas, Houston and
Alabama.
"We knew we were going to
be a good football team this
year," noted Baylor Coach
Grant Teaff. "We could have
finished 9-2 except for the
losses to Houston and
Arkansas, which we should
have won.
"I think our turnaround was
in the minds of the public and
the media," he added, noting
that the Bears were 3-8 in 1978.
"We had a good team a year
ago. The big thing last year
was we lost our first four
games by a total of 14 points."
It was Baylor's second trip
to a bowl since Teaff took over,.
eight yeasons ago Tiney wok'
the SWC and WifnT to the
Cotton Bowl in 1974, losing to
Penn State.
Clemson beat Ohio State last
year in the Gator Bowl.
Following Loss To UK, Notre Dame Coach Feels
Bowie And Wildcats Should Cap' ture Cage Title
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) -
Sam Bowie. Kentucky's 7-foot-
1 center, was on the bench in
street clothes, but, as far as
Notre Dame Coach Digger
Phelps was concerned, the
Wildcat basketball -team
never missed him.
"With Bowie back, they're
as good as any team in the
country," Phelps said,
following Kentucky's 86-80
victory .Saturday night in
Freedom Hall.
-They've beaten three
pretty good teams in Indiana
now including Purdue and
Indiana ) and that's not bad.
Considering the I NCAA )
Mideast Regional is in
Lexington.-- on paper t they
should win the whole tbing
with the big man back." -
Bowie and one of the
Wildcats' top reserves, fresh-
man guard Dirk Minniefield,
were suspended for the game
by Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
for violating unspecified
training rules.,,Also missing
was Dwight Anderson, a
starting guard who quit the
team in midweek.
Even without them,
however. Kentucky. 11-1 and
ranked second nationally.
ruined Phelps' New Year for
the sixth straight year.
"I've been coming down
here nine years now and I'm 1-
8," Phelps said. "I have a
humbling experience every
New Year's."
Notre Dame was 7-0 and
third-ranked entering the
game. The Irish also were
favored to defeat Kentucky for
the first time since 1973.
But Kentucky dominated
the Irish throughout the first
half, shutting them off inside
and building an 18-point lead
at one time.
"We put ourselves in a hole
early in the game, but I
thought we made a great run
late when we cut it to six,"
Phelps said. "But at that
point, we missed a one-and-
one and ( Kyle) Macy got the
three-point play at the other
end and that hurt."
Macy. Kentucky's senior
guard, lofted a short jumper in
the lane over Tracy Jackson,
was fouled, then sank a free
throw to put Kentucky ahead
78-69 With 4;06 remaining. The


























Hall said Macy's shot was
"the sensational play of the
night."
"It was just a fantastic night
from start to finish," Hall
said. "We got a big lead early
and any time they cut into it, it
seemed we could pull it back
out and extend it. Our defense
was just outstanding in the
first half and then I thought we
tired later."
"On our press early in the
game," Phelps said, "we ;ust
didn't get our rotation ciiwn
defensively those first few
minutes. But when you get
down by 10 or 12 that fast,
you've got to gamble a little
bit and go after it."
For the second time in three
years, Macy was named the
game's outstanding player.
He led all scorers with 21
points, while Fred Cowan
added 16. LaVon Williams
scored 13 and freshmen
Charles Hurl and Derrick
Hord had 10 apiece. Senior
guard Bill Hanzlik paced the
Icish with 18 points, followed
by . Rich Branning with 16,
Kelly Tripucka with 14 and
Orlando Woolridge with 12.
NoTRE DANIE ISO Jack.son 3 2-3
8, Tnpucka 4 6-8 14, Woolndge 44-4 12.
Branrung 5 6-10 16, Hanzlik 6 64 18. Slit
chell 0 0-20. Paxson 0 0-0 0. !Nacos 1 2-24.
Varner 110.02, Andree 2 0-0 4, Salinas I
0.02 Totals 77 26-35 80
KENTUCKY in, — Hord 3 4-7 10
Williams 4 5-6 13, Cowan 7 2-2 16, Macy
5-5 21, Shidler 1 2-24, Linter 1 0-1 2, Heitz
2 0-1 4, Verderter 2 2-2 6, Hurt 5 0-0 10
Totals 3320-26 86
Halftime—Kentucky 47, Notre Dame
33 Fouled out - c•owan. Tripucka.
Hanzlik Total fouls - Notre Dame 27,
Kentucky 26 Technical- Kentucky
Coach Hall. Cowan A— 16,613
SuperSonics, Trail Blazers Rolling
And Reeling After Seattle's Win
By The Associated Press
The Seattle SuperSonics are




were dramatically going in
opposite directions, helped
along by Sunday's develop-
ments.
Seattle's 107-100 victory
over Portland accounted for
the SuperSonics' 24th triumph
in 30 games and the Trail
Blazers'. 15th loss in their last
19 starts.
Jack Sikma was the big gun
for Seattle, scoring 32 points
as the Sonics held onto a slim
half-game lead over Los
Angeles in the Pacific
Division.
"Sikma just played a great
game," said Blazers' Coach
Jack Ramsay. "He did
everything a center can do in
the NBA. That was the dif-
ference tonight." •
The Lakers kept pace with
the Sonics by beating Phoenix
113-105. In the only other Ntl3A
game, Utah whipped
Milwaukee 95-88.
Sikma scored 26 of his points
in the second half to help the
Sonics pull away. Seattle
trailed 86-81 with 9:11 left but
took the lead two minutes
later by scoring seven straight
points to take an 88-86 edge
with 7:05 remaining.
The Blazers tied the score at
88 and 90, but after Portland
center Tom Owens left the
game with his sixth personal
foul, the Sonics took control.
Sikma had 16 points in the
fourth quarter, including 12 in
the final 5:49. His jumper with
5:07 left to play gave Seattle
the lead for good at 92-90.
"We just didn't have enough
aggressiveness in the fourth
quarter," said Ramsay.
Lakers 113, Suns 105
Jamaal Wilkes and Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar combined foe58
points as Los Angeles stopped
a nine-game Phoenix winning
streak. Wilkes scored 18 of his
season-high 30 points in the
first half and Abdul-Jabbar
Johnson's 30-Point Effort Lifts
Illinois Past Hawaii In Classic
HONOLULU ( AP )-Eddie
Johnson devastated the
University of Hawaii with a 30-
point effort and led the
University of Illinois to a 94-82
basketball victory in the
championship game of the
16th Annual Rainbiw Classic
here Sunday night.
Earlier Sunday, Louisville
stopped Nebraska, 86-58, to
take third place; Wisconsin
easily defeated Army, 78-54,
for in the consolation cham-
pionship game and Nevada-
Reno beat Princeton 68-58 for
seventh place.
Johnson, an all-tourament
selection and the fighting
Illini's other all-tourney team
member, Mark Smith, scored
almost at will from inside in
the second half as Illinois
pulled away from a 47.44
halftime lead to gain a 19-point
margin late in the game.
The most outstanding
player award went to Darrell
Griffith, Louisville's high-
scoring allaround 6-4 guard.
Griffith scored 17 points to
pace Louisville's victory over
the University of Nebraska.
The tird place game was
close throughout the first half
with the Louisville Cardinals
coming from behind to take a
32-30 lead into the dressing
room.
Midway through the opening
half, the Cornhuskers pulled to
a six-point lead as six-foot-
seven center Andre Smith had
seven points in the early
going, but Griffith and Wiley
Brown scored 11 of the Cards'
next 15 points to put Louisville
ahead for good.
Louisville increased the
margin early in the second
half to as much as ten points
with Brown and Griffith doing
the bulk of the scoring. Brown
finished with 13 points and
Jerry Eaves added 11.
At the same time, the
swarming Cardinals' defense
was limiting the Huskers to
just 11 points in the first 12 and
onehalf minutes of the second
half. To complicate matters
further for Nebraska,
Louisville had a decided
advantage in rebounds,
hauling in 29 to just 15 for the
losers.
had 12 of his 28 points In the
fourth quarter as the Lakers
recorded their third straight
victory.
"Jamaal Wilkes was good
early and overall it's the best
we've ever seen him." said
Phoenix Coach John
MacLeod. "When we got close
we seemed to push a little too
hard and would make a bad
pass or some other turnover to
take us out."
Jazz 95, Bucks 88
Utah beat Milwaukee
behind 23 points by Adrian
Dantley and 21 by Terry
Furlow. Reserve Tom Boswell
scored seven points in the
fourth quarter for the Jazz,
who won their third game in
four starts. It was their fourth
road victory of the season,
matching their total for all of
last season, and their second
irt as many nights.
Marques Johnson scored 23
points to lead the Bucks, who




matchup in the Bluebonnet
loomed as a %vide-open of-
fensive display with Purdue's
junior quarterback Mark
Herrmann, already the Big
'kiwis career yardage leader.
batt),InK Volunteers' all-time
total offense leader, signal-
caller Jimmy Streater. •
"He's the most dangerous
when he gets in the open
field," said Boilermakers
defensive end Keena Turner of
Streater. "He sets up so quick
on his passes, he's hard to get
to. That accounts for his
completing 60 percent of his
career passes."
The Bluebonnet was the first
postseason appearance for 7-4
Tennessee since 1974. Purdue,
9-2, blasted Georgia Tech 41-21
in the Peach Bowl last year.
Although any of six teams
might wind up No.1 in The
Associated Press poll, the
winner of the Ohio State-
Southern Cal Rose Bowl
seems to have the inside
track.
The Buckeyes, 11-0 and
champions of the Big Ten in
their first season under Coach
Earl Bruce, will have to stop a
high-pored Trojan offense
led by Ileisman Trophy
winner Charles White at
tailback and quarterback
Paul McDonald.
"McDonald, if he weren't at
USC, would have been close to
winning the Heisman," said
Ohio State defensive coor-
dinator Denny Fryzel. -
The Buckeyes also have a
topnotch QB in sophomore Art
Schlichter.
"Comparing Schlichter and
McDonald is like comparing
Terry Bradshaw and Kenny
Stabler," said Trojans' Coach
John Robinson, whose team
was 10-0-1. "One I Schlichter )
is very physical, he can
dominate the game by
scrambling or throwing a long
pass. -
"Paul has been more caught
up in the confines of our
system. I don't think there's a
better college quarterback in
the country as far as running a
team."
Alabama, 11-0, was ranked
N0.1 for most of the season but
dropped to second in the final
regular season poll. The
Crimson Tide, defending
national champions, probably
need an impressive victory
over the Razorbacks in the
Sugar Bowl to move back to
the top. Arkansas also might
rate a shot at No.1 if they can
convincingly beat the Tide.
In the Orange Bowl, 11-0
Florida State is the kind of
passing team Big Eight
champion Oklahoma rarely
plays, with Jimmy Jordan and
Wally Woodham alternating
at bombing the opposition. On
the other hand. FSU hardly
ever plays against a wishbone
attack. And the Sooners, 10-1,
have one of the very best.
"It's a complicated offense
to defend against," said
Seminoles' defensive coor-
dinator Jack Stanton.
.t They've got great backs and
one super back."
That would be 1978 Heisman
Trophy recipient Billy Supi
who has rushed for just der
3.300 yards the laW two
seasons.
"We've just got to guess
with them and hope we take
away the right option," added
Stanton, whose team faced a
wishbone just once this
State.
against Mississippi
A one-sided win for either
Oklahoma or Florida State',
combined with a dull, poorly
played game in Pasadena and
a lessthan-decisive victory by
Arkansas in New Orleans,
might propel the Orange Bowl





after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your now neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for youclainily.
I'll be listening for your call.
II Octant, U ( ...won
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars 8 trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE  Performance, Height Put Sampson HeadCollege Basketball Results
MIDWEST
ILiansais Si 66, Arkansas 57




Wisconsin 71, Army $4
broil Place
Nevada-Reno 68, Princeton 36
Sacred Classic
Chanipsosalup
Quintuplet. 65, Clark 64
Third Place
New Hampolure Col 93, St Airselm's 73e
FWth Place
Sacred Heart 60, Loyola, Md. 57, OT
Seveath Place
New Haven 93, Hartford 73
EAST
Creighton 104, Ca/lista, 95
Providence 63, St Leo's 37
SOLTH
Fairleigh Dsckuison 63, Maine 61
Floods 93,111. Wesleyan 74
Georgia 102, Lenoir-Rhyne 74
Grambling 77, Morris Brown 71
Kentucky X Notre Dame 90
Louisiana Si 92, Delaware 64
Navy 70, Millersville& 54
N. Carolina Si. 73, Georgia Tech 62
S. Carolina St 91. George Mason 75S. Florida 112, Cent. Connecticut 119
Union 63, SE Louisiana 59
Vanderbilt IS, S. Methodist 77
Wake Forest at, N.C.-Asheville 64
W. Baptist 93, Luifield 86
William & Mary 69, Roanoke Si
MIDWEST
Dayton 70, Baldwin-Wallace 59
DePau166, Bradley 61
Florida Si. 67, W Kentucky 65
Mantas St 83, Charleston, W Va ,, 61
Indiana St 71, Butler $5
Iowa 77, Drake 66
Ohio St 71, NW Louisiana 46
Purdue 82, Tulsa 56
Wu-Milwaukee 67, Arkansas St 66
SOUTHWF.ST
Baylor 76, Davidson 67
New Mexico SI. 77. Texas 61
Pan Amencan 90, SW Louisiana 79
Texas Christian 19, NE Maitourl 71
FAR WEST
Arizona 61, Lamar 57
Arizona St 73, Kansas 65. OT
E. Illinois 77, Boise State 72
Fresno St 74, Portland 66
N. Arizona 89, St Xavier, Ill 70
Puget Sound 80, Portland State 72
San Francisco Si. 81. N.Y. Tech 67
Southern Cal 64, California 71
UCLA 92. Stanford 60
US(' 84. UC-Berteky 74 '-




Oklahoma 80, Louisiana Tech 70
Third Place
Wyoming 79, N. Texas St. 59
Fifth Place
San Jose St 78, St. Francis N V.63
Seventh Place
W. Michigan 70, Okla. City 61
Birmingham Classic
Chimploaskip
Ala-Birmingham 103, Drexel SO
Casnelaties
S Ill 'Carbondale IS. Missouri-Rolla 74
Made-Glass lin Rattiest
Championship
Washington 71, Toledo 70. UT
Coasolatioa
Bowling Green 79, Northwestern 611
Cabrillo Classic
aamplonship
Indiana 61. Brown 52
Cessolation
Tennessee 96. San Diego St 77
Class Cisco Classic
Championship
Term -Chattanooga 7, Tenn Temple
70
Consolatioa
W. Georgia 97, Tenn. Tech
Ceseeetie96 Cassie
Chanspismehla
Pitt 71, Connecticut 72
Censolaties
Fullerton St. 71, Ohio U. 49
Far West Classic
Champieneldp
Oregon St. 72, Clesnaan 67
Third Place
Brigham Young 104, N.C.Charlotte 91
Mk Place
Idaho 72, Oregon IS. OT
Seem& Place
Penn State 47, Tenn Tech ig
less Classic
CBaunpieastilp
lone 75, St.Bonaventure 67
Cossolatloo
American 84, Air For, e 57
Iron Duke Classic
Championship
Duke 87, Cincinnati 75, OT
Cossolaticia
&Ceram.. IS, Vermont 65
Les Vegas Holiday Classic •
Qampioaship
Weber St. 79, Nevada-Las Vegas 78
Coasolatiou
Michigan St 62. I siyola , Ca 1 65
Lobo Classic
Champioaship
Utah St. 117, New Mexico 83
Cmadation
LaSalle 88, Idaho St 63
Marylaad las Itational
Cliampioniktp
. Maryland IS. Temple 6.3
Ceasolatios
Miami, Ohio 86. Harvard 79
Milwaukee (lassie
(luimpioasidp
Rhode Island 64, Marquette 57
Consolation
St. Mary's, Cal. 02, Fairfield 69
Meter City Classic
Championship
E. Michigan*, Detroit 60
Canaolatioa
Colgate 52, Dertinouth 51
Paeemaker Classic
Championship
NE Louisiana 84, ball St 69
Consolation




Minnesota 69, Texas A&M 63
Consolation
Loyola-Chicago 96. Rotifer! 87
Poinsettia llama
CliamMeastup
Furman 93, Austin Pray 89
Coomolaues




Cent Michigan C. Adel* 72
Cessolatios
Gannon 94, Wis.Green Bay 72
Rainless Classic
Champiltasbip Semifinals
Illinois 77, Loduville 64
Hawaii 67, Nebraska X
Ceaselailea
Army 53, Princeton $2
Wisconsin N, Nevada-Rena 61
. West Virginia Classic
Cliampioaskip
W. Virginia 71, Marshall 61
Consolakaa






Boston X 9 713
Philadelphia 27 11 711
New York II 21 475
Washington 15 19 441
New Jersey 15 23 396
Cestral Matinee
Atlanta 215 15 625
San Antonio 19 19 500
Cleveland 19 20 4/87
Houston 17 20 459
Indiana 17 21 447


















































Atlanta 111, Detroit 104
Cleveland IX, Denver 196
Utah 116, Indians 114
New York 117, Allhreutee 106
Son Diego 93, Washington SO
San Antonio 127, Kansas City 115 crr
Houston 104, Pidladelphia 116
Boston 104, Golden State M
Suds y's Games
Utah 116, Milwaukee 66
Lou Angeles 113, Phoenix 105




San Antonio at New York, n
Washington at Portland, n
iticamoad ins national
hampiouslop
V again' 75 okt Lsaiwilon
(a--
54 CorililliAlieealth M. Richmond 71
H.,riesier Classic
tlampieashm
S)rocuse v2, V 'Llano,: 114
Uonsolatioa
St Frant u. Pa 75. Cornell 61
Sugar Bowl Classic
Champioaskip
Missis.sippi /0. V a -Fedi 66
Consodatima
MiOugan 72, Tido:111C 71
Sun Buie I Classic
Consolation
Houston 63, Alabama 75
Worcester Classic
Championship
Holy Cross 97, Hoistra 84
Consolation





W 1. T Pt, GF
Philadelphia 24 1 10 56 153
NY Rangers 17 15 5 39 142
Atlanta 14 17 4 3111?
NY Islanders 13 15 6 32 119
Washington 931 5 23 110
Smythe Divides
Chicago 12 13 12 36 103 109
Vancouver 14 16 7 35 122 120
St LOW] 13 16 6 32 107 127
Wirodlieg 12 21 4 28 IM 144
Colorado II 21 3 25 116 135
Edmonton 9 19 7 25 IX 155
Wales Confereace
Adams Division
24 10 3 51 138 97
2010 5 45 135 103
17 9 7 41 141 105
16 16 4 36 176 134
15 17 5 35 114 125
Norris Envision
Montreal 18 14 6 42 142 125
Los Angeles 17 12 6 40 152 135
Pittsburgh 14 10 11 39 120 115
Detroit 11 16 7 29 112 Ill
Hartford 9 16 6 77 111 131
Saturday's Games
Central Red Army 3. New York Island-
ers 2 exhibition
Montreal 6. Buffalo 3
Pittsburgh 3. Atlanta 2
Toronto 6, Winnipeg 1
Vancouver 6, Quebec 2
St. Louis 3. Hartford 0
Philadelphia 3, Colorado 2
toe Angeles 4, Minnesota 3
Sunday's Galilee
Detroit 4, New York Islanders 2
New York Rangers 5. Washington 2
Chicago 5, Boston 3
Quebec 2. Edmonton 1
Monday's Games
Colorado at Detroit, n
Winnipeg at Buffalo, n





MELBOURNE, Australia ( AP
Top-seeded Guillermo Vila. outlasted
13th-seeded Phil Dent of Australia 6-2, 3-
6, 74, 4-4, 6-2 in the quarterfinals of the
8400,000 Austr.elian Open.
In other action. third-seeded Victor
Arnaya beat Peter Hennert 74, 6-4, 64.
In women's action, Barbara Jordan of
Prussia, Pa., upset second-seeded Hans
Mandlikova of Creckoalovakia 6-2,6-2 in
the quarterfinals.
COLLEGE FOOTEALL
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. I. AP - Missouri
took advantage of several South
Carolina miscues to defeat- the- ISM -
ranked Gamecocks 24-14 in the third an-
neal Hall of Fame bowl before 62,715
fans at legion Field.
Carolina scored an the first four
minutes on Garry Harper's 20-yard pass
to Zion McKinney but holder Tim Rhino
muffed the snap on the extra-point at-
tempt and was flattened when he tried to
run it in
After Missoiun pulled within 6-3 on
Rao Verrilh's I2-yard field goal in the se-
cond period. Horace Smith fumbled the
ensuing kickoff and Johnnie Poe
recovered for Missouri at the Carolina
21. Phil Bradley, the game's most
valuable player, threw a ZS-yard
touchdown pass to David Newman on the
next play
After their next drive stalled deep in
its own territory, Carolina's Jay Feltz
'banked a 25-yard punt out of bounds at
the 30 and the Tigers scored in six plays.
Bradley going over front a yard out.
Harper and Missouri's Gerry Ellis
traded 11-yard touchdown runs in the
third period with Ellis' score following
an interception by Eric Berg.
SKIING
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, Colo. AP.?
- Pre-meet favorite Walter Malmquist
won both rounils of the jumping competi-
tion to move into third place overall at
the Nordic combined trials for the 1980
US. Olympic ski team.
After a 15-kilometer race and two jum-
ping events. Malmquist had 800.45 total
points, trailing leader Kerry Lynch, who
had 612 points, and runner-up Mike
Devecka, who had 605.75
Malmquist earned 721 points in the
morning round and 220.5 in the afternoon
to rally from his poor showing in the
opening cross country race, where he
finished sixth - nearly seven minutes
behind the winner Lynch.
Following three more crosscountry
races and two more 70-meter jumping
events, the four Olympic team members
will be named.
The second cross-country race in the
week-long competition is scheduled for
today.
OSTERSUND, Sweden AP) - Josef
Lialczek, Poland's sprint specialist, out-
Seabury, Brigance
and Kupper, P.S.C.
Urology, Adult and Pediatric
announce the
relocation of their Office
to
220 Lone Oak, Rood
Paducah, Ky.
Effective January 2 1980
James C Seabury Jr , MD
William H Brigance, MD








duelled Norwegian Oddvar Brea in a
thrilling finish to win a starstudded 1$-
kin cross-country sin race.
Luszczek, who won the 15-kin in the
1978 World Nordic Ski Charnpionstups at
Lahti, Finland, edged last year's World
Cup champion by only three seconds.
The 24-year-old Pole, a late entry in
the race, was tuned in 51 minutes and 15
seconds on a demanding track featuring
two steep hills. They were added
especially for this race to make it as







Philadelphia 27, Chicago 17
American Cederame




Tamps Bay Si, Philadelphia 17
Americas Cadeream
Houston 17, San Diego 14
bastlay's Games
American Csaferesea
Pttisburgh 34, Miami 14
National Coefereace













- Nearly two dozen horses
were killed Sunday night when
fire broke out in a barn
housing thoroughbreds, many
of them used for racing, at
nearby Fairmount
authorities said.
Fire Chief William Ell
the nearby State Park Place
volunteer department said the
fire was of suspicious nature.
He said a man was seen
running from the barn just
before the blaze broke out
about 7:30 p.m.
An inadequate number of
fire hydrants hampered the
efforts of firemen, Ellis said.
The frame barn, owned by
Creekside Farms, was
destroyed at a damage figure
not immediately estimated.





Meeting To Be Held
The Murray Baseball
Association's winter meeting
will be held Wednesday, Jan.
9, at 5:30 p.m. at Calloway
County High School according
to president Ron McAlister,
The association members
will discuss organization and
planning for the 1980 summer
season.
And Shoulders Above Players In Tourney
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Ralph Sampson is 7-foot-4,
and he was certainly head and
shoulders above everyone else
at. the Richmond Invitational
basketball tournament.
Playing up to his con-
siderable height and talents,
the most heralded freshman
prospect in the country led the
14thranked Cavaliers to the
Richmond Invitational
championship with a 79-58 rout
of previously undefeated Old
Dominion Saturday night.
Along the way, Virginia's
tower of strength set two
rebounding marks for this
tourney - a single-game
record of 21 in the finals and a
two-game mark of 31.
Additionally, he scored 15
points and blocked 10 shots in
a blazing, all-around per-
formance in the championship
game.
"That certainly doesn't
make a season, but it's
something to build on," said
Virginia Coach Terry Holland
of Sampson's performance. "I
think he'll get better with
every game he plays. Every
success he enjoys builds his
confidence."
It was a pyrrhic victory ior
Holland, however. Lee Raker,
Virginia's leading scorer
Football Genius Phillips




SAN DIEGO (AP) - He is
an owlish man in his 50s, with
crewcut hair and jowly
cheeks. He can't see the 50-
yard line with thick-lens
spectacles. His jaw is usually
crammed with chewing
tobacco. He wears brightly
colored cowboy boots and a
wide-brimmed Texas hat with
an ostrich feather around the
brim.
But no country bumpkin is
O.A. "Burn" Phillips, head
coach of the Houton Oilers
football team. He's got a
football mind like a steel trap.
Phillips, rancher, horse
trader, defensive genius, has
emerged as the most cap-
tivating personality in the
National Football League
playoffs, counting down to the
Jan. 20 Super Bowl.
If the victories of Tampa
Bay and Los Angeles were
surprises, Houston's 17-14
upset of the highly touted San
Diego Chargers was nothing
short of a miracle.
The Oilers entered the game
with their veteran quar-
terback, Dan Pastorini, and
star ballcarrier, Earl Cam-






It isn't often that you push
around the Boston Bruins but
the Chicago Black Hawks used
that tactic to advantage
Sunday night.
The result was a 5-3
National Hockey League
victory for the Smythe-
Division leading Black Hawks
over the Bruins. The most
critical shove of all came on
Chicago's !bird goal, scored
by Reg Kerr at seven minutes
of the third period to break a 2-
2 tie.
"I was sure interfered with
and that goal shouldn't have
been allowed," said Boston
goaltender Gerry Cheevers.
"I don't know if I was pushed
but I was bothered."
Kerr and J.P. Bordeleau
had broken in on Cheevers and
the puck wound up in the
crease.
"It looked like (Bruins'
defenseman) Dick Redmond
was sitting on top of the puck
in the crease. All of a sudden
someone' pushed it in front of
the net. I stopped a shot by
Ted Bulley, then the shoving
started. I saw Kerr slap at the
rebound and it wentin."
In other NHL play Sunday
night, it was Detroit 4, the
Islanders 2; the Rangers 5.
Washington 2 and Quebec 2,
Edmonton 1.
Red Wings 4, Islanders 2
Detroit beat the Islanders
for the second time this season
after being winless against
them in the previous nine
games between the clubs. It
was the Wings' first triumph
in Joe Louis Arena, which they
opened last Thursday by
losing to St. Louis 3-2.
"We seem to rise to the
occasion against good teams."
said Wings' Coach Bobby
Krorrun, overlooking the fact
that it was the Islanders' 15th
loss already this season, as
many as they lost all last
season.
"We came out in the first
period like the weather
foggy," said Islanders' Coach
Al Arbour. The Isles
surrendered all four Detroit
goals in the opening session.
Rangei•Si; Capita& 2
Ulf Nilsson set up three
goals and Barry Beck had a
goal and two assists for the
Rangers.
"I feel more comfortable
and able to do what I want to
do," said Beck, finally ad-
justing to being a Ranger after
his acquisition by New York
from Colorado on Nov. 3.
"I can't say enough about
Beck," said Rangers'
assistant Coach Mike
Nykoluk. "He's a massive
man and a presence. His
overall play is really
dominant."
Nordiques 2, Oilers 1
Quebec remained unbeaten
on Sunday night thanks to
goals by Marc Tardif and Curt
Brackenbury - who scored on
a breakaway - and stellar
goaltending by Ron Low.
Playing -his first full game
since being recalled from
Syracuse of the American
League, Low stopped 27 shots
and thwarted Edmonton on
three power plays in the final
period.
The Nordiques are now 10-0-
ion Sundays.
Lee Raker, Virginia's
Leading Scorer, Out Of
Action Following Injury
CHARL(YTTEVILLE, Va.
(AP) - Junior forward Lee
Raker, the leading scorer for
Virginia's 14th-ranked
basketball team, could be out
of action for one to two Weeks
as a result of an injury suf-
fered Saturday night.
Trainer Joe Gieck sad
Sunday that Raker suffered a
slight concussion and a
shoulder separation w hen!, he
was fouled by Mark West of
Old Dominion as the Cavaliers
beat the previously, un-
defeated Monarchs 79-58 in the
title game of the Richmond
Times-Dispatch Invitational
tournament.
"It could be a week or a
couple of weeks," Gieck said
of the time Raker will be put of
the Virginia lineup. Gieck said.
Raker, a former All-State
selection at Louisville Ballard
High School, was released
after treatment at University
Hospital.
Raker, who was averaging
15.2 points per game, was hurt
with just 3:42 left in the game
when he wetit up for a dunk
shot, twisted off balance and
landed on his shoulder after
colliding with West.
His head hit the floor and he
was unconscious for a brief
time before he was helped
from the floor.
combat. Ken Burrough was
aching so much he could only
be used as a decoy.
"If we run out of players, we
will just punt and play
defense," lamented Phillips
before the game, noting that
the game was so much in the
bag for the Chargers that Las
Vegas refused to establish a
line on it.
The Oilers didn't run out of
players. Instead, it must have
looked to Dan Fouts, San
Diego's 4,082-yard passing
genius, as if Oilers were
coming out of the ground by
the dozens - especially
Vernon Perry, the rookie
refugee from the Canadian
League who intercepted four
of Fouts' passes, blocked a
field goal'afttimpt-and ran the
-ball bat* 57 yards.
It was a day that the sheer
grit and guts of the battered
defensive unit spoiled the
dreams of a team many ex-
pected to go all the way.
And behind it all was the
deft hand of the rugged yet
fatherly figure they call.
"Bum," whose trademark in
close to 30 yeark.of coaching
has been defense.
Phillips was asked af-
terward how many pairs of
boots he ktt in his closet.
"Lots," e replied.
"Are they all blue?"
someone queried, calling
attention to his azure, high-
heeled, pointed-toe footwear.
"Naw, I got all colors," he
replied, suggesting - perhapi
justifiably - that he saw no
reason to that line of
questioning.
"Don't forget, you've
become a TV personality,"
someone said.
"Don't know why," he said,
still attempting to shift at-
tention from himself.
Referring to his familiar 10-
gallon hat, Phillips said,
"When you're on the eastern
side of the field, you need
something to keep the sun out
of your eyes."
going into the game, was
knocked unconscious and
suffered a separation in his
left shoulder and could be out
of action for one to two weeks.
Elsewhere in college
basketball, top-ranked Duke
won its own Iron Duke Classic
with an 87-75 overtime victory
over Cincinnati; No.2 Ken-
tucky defeated No.3 Notre
` Dame 86-80; No.4 DePaul
trimmed Bradley 68-61; No.5
Louisiana State crushed
Delaware 96-62; No.6 North
Carolina defeated Ziebert of
England 115-93 Saturday
night, then lost to Parker Pen
of Holland 87-76 in the Philips
International championships
in London; No.7 Ohio State
hammered Northwestern
Louisiana 71-46; No.8 Purdue
defeated Tulsa 82-58; No.9
Syracuse stopped Villanova
92-84 to win the Rochester
Classic and No.10 Indiana won
the Cabrillo Classic with a 61-
52 decision over Brown.
Also, No.11 Iowa beat Drake
77-66; Illinois upset 12th-
ranked Louisville 77-64 in the
Rainbow Classic Saturday
night before the Cardinals
took third place by beating
Nebraska 65-58 Sunday night;
No.16 UCLA outscored
Stanford 92-60; No.18 Oregon
State won the Far West
Classic with. a 72-67 victory
over Clemson and 20th-ranked
Brigham Young took third
place in the Far West with a
104-91 victory over North
Carolina-Charlotte. In a
Sunday game, Kansas State
. upset No.19 Arkansus 66-57.
Mike Gminski scored 25
points, nine of them in over-
time, to lead Duke past Cin-
cinnati. It was the third time
this season that the Blue
Devils were forced to go into
overtime.
"We got a little sloppy down
the stretch," said Gminski,
referring to a 14-6 streak in the
final six minutes that helped
the Bearcats tie the game at 71
in regulation.
The victory was the 10th
straight for Bill Foster's
undefeated team.
Kyle Macy's three-point
play with 4:06 left held off a
Notre Dame comeback,
allowing Kentucky to beat the
Fighting Irish in one of college
basketball's most notable
rivalries.
The Fighting Irish had
trailed 69-54 with 9:44 to go
before rallying to pull within
six points at the 5:28 mark.
But that was as close as they
got, as Macy's three-point
play extended the Wildcat
lead to 78-69. The star Ken-
tucky guard finished with 21
points.
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Carriers feel when you
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$3.00 ready. If this is im-
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come and collect.
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The Year In Review
1979: A Year Of Gas Shortages And Champions
it'oniinued From Page 1)
heavily damaged in separate fires.
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller was named as state co-
chairman of U. Gov. Thelma Stovall's
campaign for governor.
The Calloway High girls and the
Murray High boys basketball teams
both advanced to the regional tour-
nament. MHS was eliminated in first
round action by the CCHS girls went on
to win the region championship with a
66-03 victory over Marshall County and
gain a berth in the state tournament.
The Laker girls fell to Oldham County
58-50 in first round action of the state
tourney in Richmond.
Ray L. Dunn was named as principal
of Southwest Elementary School, ef-
fective July 1.
The Murray State University board of
regents extended President Con-
stantine W. Curris' contract through
June 1983.
Testimony ended in the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights' public
hearing . on charges of sex
discrimination by Murray State
University against eight current and
former members of the nursing faculty.
Eight-year-old Robert Clay Swift,
Kirksey, died in a fire which destroyed
the trailer home of his parents.
A court order thwarted the planned
takeover of the Western Dark-Fired--
Tobacco Growers Association's local
office by a group of approximately 45
grower-members who claimed they had
voted to unseat nine of the 11 directors
of the association.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board approved a 1979-80
operating budget of $9.2 mithon.
Mrs. Ruby Hale became the first
woman member of the Murray Electric
System board in its 27-year history.
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board and the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre Arts Inc.
approved an agreement governing the
use of the old Louisville & Nashville
Railroad depot once it is moved to the
park.
Murray State University President
Constantine W. Curris opposed an effort
by the Kentucky Civil Liberties Union
to have Sunday broadcasts af. . Bible
readings and hyinns discontinued on
MSU's WKMS-FM radio.
Paul Jerry Lee, a veteran of 12 years
with the Murray Police Department,
was named chief of police. He suc-
ceeded Brent Manning.
A tornado touched down at
Back usburg injuring one and causing
damage to several buildings.
Stephanie Bedell, competing against
11 other coeds, was crowned Miss
Murray State University.
The Calloway County Board of
Education voted not to rehire Clayton
Hargrove as head basketball coach for
the coming year.
The city of Murray was awarded a
$996,910 grant by the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development for
improvements in the Douglas com-
munity.
APRIL
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board authorized Sunbird Inc., a
.irdic,4)furray-based aviation firm, to initiate
' an air charter service operating from
the local airport.
State Sen. Richard Weisenberger
announced that he would seek re-
election from the First Senatorial
District.
Nineteen candidates filed for the 12
seats on the Murray Common Council.
Nineteen Calloway County residents
— 12 of them Murray State University
students — were arrested as law en-
forcement officials fanned out over four
west Kentucky counties with more than
70 warrants on charges involving illegal
drug activity.
Hewlett Cooper was electedc
president-elect of the Kentucky Public
Health Association.
The Murray National Guard unit
reached 102 percent personnel strength.
Leon Cooper, 66, was killed when his
two-ton truck was struck by a train at
the railroad crossing on State Line
Road in Haig:
The Murray-based Company D of the
398th Regiment of Kentucky's Century
Division of the Army Reserve has been
put on probation because of low per-
sonnel strength.
Walter L. Apperson was named
president of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
Bernie Behrendt, who played football
at MSU from 1949-52, and Stewart
Johnson, a basketball star for the Raers
from 1963-66, were named to the
Murray State athletic Hall of Fame.
Approximately 150 parents con-
cerned about the contract non-renewal
of John Goode, one of the three in-
strumental music instructors In the
Murray Independent School System,
decided to work for an increase in the
school tax on property in order to keep
Goode and other nonlrenewed teachers
on the payroll. The parents attended a
meeting of the Murray Independent
Board of Education.
The Murray State women's track
team won the Kentucky Women's
Intercollegiate Conference Cham-
pionship.
Doris Rowland was named
"Secretary of the Year" and H. Glenn
Doran "1979 Boas of the Year" at the
eighth annual Executive Night Banquet
of the Murray chapter of the National
Secretaries Association.
Robert L. Hendon, agriculture
professor at Murray State University,
received the Distinguished Professor
Award of the university's Alumni
Association. Dr. Charles Howard Story,
Dr. Thomas W. Johnson and John W.
Hall II were named Distinguished
Alumni at the annual banquet.
MAY
A demolition team from the Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms Division of the
Treasury Department used plastic
explosives to detonate several
chemicals, including volatile picric
acid, from the chemistry departments
of Murray High School, Calloway
County High School and Murray State
University.
The new tennis center at Kenlake
State Resort Park was dedicated.
Graduation exercises for the 56th
spring class of Murray State University
were held for 795 students.
Murray State's baseball team won
the OVC tournament and advanced to
the NCAA championships by crushing
Morehead 12-3. An opening round
victory over Austin Peay marked the
500th win for MSU athletic director and
baseball coach Johnny Reagan.
The Racers defeted Tulane and New
Orleans in the NCAA regional tour-
nament in Starkville, Miss., before
falling in two straight games to host
Mississippi State.
The Calloway County Board of
Education rejected a petition by
citizens calling for a referendum in the
May Primary Election concerning the
recent increase in the school tax on
PnWerty.
Charles Nute was named head
basketball coach at Calloway County
High School.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals
upheld a $2,308 verdict against the city
of Murray concerning a 1976 fish kill
that occurred when a sewer lift
malfunction discharged sewage into
Clark's River.
Murray High defeated Calloway High
on the way to winning the sixth district
baseball crown. The Tigers went on to
win the regional and sub-state (sec-
tional) titles. MHS defeated Paintsville
9-7 to advance to the state cham-
pionship game before falling to. Shelby
County to finish second in the state.
Judge James M. Lassiter ruled that
the city of Murray had not been legally
divided into wards and remained a city
of one ward for city election purposes.
A compromise changing the salary
base of two band directors, James
Light and Frank Schwab, was agreed to
by the two directors and the Murray
Independent Board of Education. This
will enable the board to renew the
contract of the third director, John
Goode.
James Thomas Boggess has been
selected as valedictorian and Stephanie
Wyatt as salutatorian of the 173-
member 1979 graduating class of
Calloway County High School.
Five-year-old Mitzi Lynn Warner was
killed when she was struck by a car on
North 4th Street Extended.
Michelle Spann of Murray was
crowned as 1979's Kentucky Little Miss
at the pageant held here.
Stacy Overbey was named
valedictorian and Harry Fannin as
salutatorian of Murray High School's
151-member 1979 graduating class.
The Murray Fisher-Price Co. an-
nounced construction will begin on a
multi-million dollar addition to the
plant.
A McCracken County Circuit Court
jury returned a guilty verdict against
Hal B. Cathey of Murray who was
charged in the 1978 beating death of
Vicki McChesney.
Anita J. Thomas was named the
"1979 Kentucky Secretary of the Year."
A total of 7,259 Calloway Countians
cast votes in the May Primary Elec-
tion. John Y. Brown Jr. won the
Democratic nomination for governor,
while Louie Nunn. won the Republican
nod. Freed Curd of Murray won the
Democratic nomination for Fifth
District state representative, and
Richard Weisenberger of Mayfield got
the nod for the Democratic nomination
for First District state senate.
The 12 people winning the
Democratic nomination for the Murray
Common Council were Dr. C. C. Lowry,
Dr. J. D. Outland, J. H. (Hardiman)
Nix, Howard Koenen, William R.
Furches, Steve Sammons, Marshall
Jones, William Bailey, Ruby Hale,
David Willis, Paul "Dick" George and
Loyd Arnold.
JUNE
Testimony continued in the Kentucky
:Axnrnission on Human Rights public
hearing concerning a charge of sex
discrimination against the city of
Murray and its police department. The
charge was brought by Rosemary
Lamb. The commission eventually
lulled in Ms. Lamb's favor.
William E. Pinkston was sworn in as
assistant commonwealth attorney for
the end Judicial District.
Murray High netters Candy Jackson
and Kathy Outland teamed up to win
the state high school girls doubles
tennis championship bydefeating
Sacred Heart's Nina Howard and
Barbara Miller 6-0, 6-1. It was the
second year in a row for Jackson who
had teamed with Robin Burke to win
the crown in 1978.
A proposal for a new campus
ministry facility at Murray State
University was approved by delegates
to the 104th Memphis Annual Con-
ference of the United Methodist
Church.
The Murray Independent School
System's program for gifted and
talented students was ranked highest in
the state of Kentucky by an out-of-state
review panel.
A Murray trucker, Orvin "Bottles"
Hutson, was not seriously injured when
he was fired upon near Benton, Ill., as
he was driving a tractor-trailer rig. The
shooting was a part of the violence
associated with the nationwide truckers
strike.
Connie Talent was honored as
"Counselor of the Year" by the Ken-
tucky Rehabilitation Counseling
Association.
The Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights awarded five of eight com-
plainants $750 each on charges of sex
discrimination in employment by
Murray State University. The eight
were current or former nursing faculty
members.
A gasoline buying panic created long
lines at local service stations.
The city of Murray prepared to
submit the final application to the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development for a $1 million com-
munity development project in the
Douglas community.
The Murray Common Council
rejected the Murray Planning Com-
mission's recommendation to allow the
construction of a planned development
project on South 16th Street. A few
weeks later the council reversed its
stand and approved the necessary
rezoning for the project.
Calloway County received 79,920
gallons of gasoline as part of the state's
release of set-aside reserves to take
care of emergency hardship situations.
JULY
West Kentucky artist Ken Holland
unveiled his new painting, "If The Shoe
Fits," to benefit the Calloway County
Humane Society.
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre's Playhouse in the
Park presented "To Kill A
Mockingbird" and "Peter Pan."
Mel Purcell won two gold medals in
tennis at the Pan American Games held
in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Twenty-three Murrayans were cast
as extras in the Kentucky Educational
Network's production "This Other
Eden," that depicts history of the state.
Members of the Murray Independent
Board of Education voted to lower the
ad valorem tax from 58.5 percent to 54.3
percent. The rate still produced a four
percent increase in total tax revenue.
The Calloway County Chapter of
Future Farmers of America was
named a Gold Emblem Chapter.
The Calloway County High School
JROTC team won several honors at the
13-day Camp Atterbury, Ind.
Calloway County High School
students Vicki Houghton and Gary
Emerson competed in the National
Junior Olympic Championships in
Dayton, Ohio.
"Goodbye Charlie" and Neil Simon's
"A Star Spangled Girl" was presented
by the Purchase Area Repertory
Theatre.
The 20th annual Murray-Calloway
County Fair, sponsored by the local
Jaycees, was held. Janne Bell, from a
field of 16 candidtes, was crowned as
fair queen.
J.D. Rayburn, a member of Murray
State's 9-0 grid team in 1933, was
elected to the OVC Hall of Fame.
Calloway County received 170,600
gallons of gasoline from the state's set-
aside reserves.
Keith Heim was appointed to the
state archives and records commission
by Gov. Julian Carroll.
Calloway County Circuit Court Judge
James M. Lassiter ruled in favor of
Howard and Ruth Brandon in their
withdrawl of the right-of-way for
construction and improvement of a
Glendale Road connector between 4th
and 12th Streets. •.
Former Murrayan Joe Berry was
shot and killed during a robbery at the
Quick and Easy Market in Nashville,
Tenn.
William David West was found guilty
an first-degree manslaughter charges
in connection with the Feb. 7 shooting of
Charles Eaker. West was sentenced to
16 years in the state penitentiary.
Countian Ricky Cunningham, state
ETA vice president, attended a meeting
at the White House.
The Coldwater Bottom bridge,
located on Highway 121, reopened after
being closed for an extended period of
time due to repairs.
Charles Magness was named
president of the Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association.
Paducah took a 9-4 triumph over
Murray for the American Legion
district title.
AUGUST
A total of 486 students received
degrees at Murray State's summer
commencement exercises.
Gasoline reached the $1-a-gallon
mark.
Several local citizens expressed an
interest in establishing a YMCA facility
in Murray.
Six persons were sentenced in circuit
court on various drug-related charges.
They were Mark Thomas Sisk, Steve
Meadows, Martha Fay Vincent, Anne
Leinenbach, Joe Don Borders and Zack
T. Isaacs.
Dr. Joe Prince returned to Murray
State as dean of the College of Creative
OVC Player of the Year Terry Love and OVC Coach of the Year Mike
Gottfried proudly display the OVC championship trophy. The Racers
won the OVC and advanced to the I-AA playoffs.
Expression. He had spent two years as
a special assistant to the National
Endowment for the Arts chairman.
William W. Coomer plead guilty to
charges of reckless homicide in the
Nov. 4, 1978, shooting-death of
Lawrence Spinks.
Ed Overbey was installed as
president of the county Bar
Association.
The county was appropriated 157,600
extra gallons of gasoline for August by
the state.
Movement of the old L & N Railroad
depot to the Murray-Calloway County
Park got underway.
Calloway County High School played
its first prep football game, losing 51-0
to Union County.
Wayne Williams was presented the
Outstanding Lt. Governor Award by the
Civitan Club.
Tim Feltner and Joy Kelso were
named county Farm Bureau king and
queen.
Rex Thompson, director of business
and financial services at Murray State,
resigned his post to accept a business
official position in the Paducah school
system.
SEPTEMBER
Jean Blankenship, who resigned as
executive director of the local Red
Cross March 31, was honored for her 13
years of service to that organization.
Construction began on a Murray
Electric System substation on Olive
Street.
L.D. Miller donated a 173-acre county
farm to Murray State to be developed
into a golf course with related facilities
in memory of his late wife.
William Burbon Allbritten, 70, was
killed when his tractor turned over on
him.
Democratic gubernatorial candidate
John Y. Brown Jr. spoke at a rally in
the expo center.
The Civic Music Association held its
kickoff celebration.
Brent L. Boston, a Murray High
senior, qualified as a National Merit
Scholarship semifinalist.
Murray State archaeology students
uncovered a 9,000-year old artifact
from an undisclosed site in the Jackson
Purchase.
The Murray Lions Club held its 40th
anniversary celbration.
Mark Wilson and Shea Sykes were
nominated for the American Farmer
Degree of the FFA.
The Murray Common Council voted
6-2 against the four-laning of Math
Street.
City 'and county students in second,
sixth, seventh and eighth grades
received dental sealant treatments.
Don Henry wai reappointed to the
state advisory council on vocational
education by Gov. Julian Carroll.
The Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights ruled that the Murray Police
Department did discriminate against
Rosemary Lamb in not hiring her es a
police officer becasue of her sex.
A lone suspect took an undisclosed
stun of money from guards opening the
South Branch Peoples Bank.
Will Ed Clark was appointed
assistant general manager of the Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Betty Lowry was the 1979 recipient of
the Lovey Ftaburn Memorial Award
presented by the Western Kentucky
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board.
Four Murray High students: Mark
Fergerson, Dean Hainsworth, Nancy
Kiesow and Alison Wallace; were
named commended students in the 25th
annual National Merit Scholarship
program.
Creation of a Recreation, Tourism,
and Convention commission was ap-
proved by the Murray Common
Council.
Carroll Guy was named to replace
Rob Walston as county road depart-
ment supervisor.
OCTOBER
A $685,966 contract for the con-
struction of the new Murray post office
facility was awarded to the Cleaver
Construction Co. of Alma.
The Murray Optimist Club named
Bill Rouse "Optimist of the Year" and
Buford Anderson "Rookie of the Year."
Kent Eversmeyer, a Murray High
senior, was picked to the 1979
McDonald's All-America High School
Marching Band.
Allen Russell was named "Kiwanian
of the Year."
Swedish firm Aktiebolaget Elec-
trolux offered to buy the Murray
operation of the Tappan Company. The
Tappan board recommended ac-
ceptance of the offer.
In their first grid meeting, Murray
High beat Calloway High 32-6.
The Murray-Calloway County
Library was chosen one of four
libraries to be awarded a grant for
writer-poet in residence.
Two juveniles were arrested and
charged with several counts of third-
degree burglary following break-ins of
business offices and stores during a
two-week period.
Amanda Dunn was selected
homecoming queen at Calloway County
High School.
Carroll Edwards was named Murray
High homecoming queen.
Jo Ann Toms was named
homecoming queen at Murray State.
Traffic lights were installed at the
corner of Glendale Road and 12th Street
(U.S. 641).
The Murray State football Racers
broke into the Associated press'
Division I-AA Top-Ten Poll.
The J.C. Penney Co. announced it
would open a store in the Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center on U.S. 641.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board voted to accept the city-
county ambulance service, effective at
midnight Dec. 31.
The Murray State homecoming
game, in which the Racers beat
eventual Division I-AA national
champion Eastern Kentucky 24-7, was
televised as an ABC Network regional
game.
The Quality Construction Co. of
Benton was awarded a $1,021,235
contract for renovation of Wrather
Hall.
Suzette Hughes, 72, was killed in an
automobile accident on Highway 45,
north of Fulton.
Murray authorities suspected arson
following several fires in a northwest
portion of the city.
The Murray Common Council ac-
cepted an proposal to establish two-
hour free parking in the downtown
area.
Joe Prince resigned as dean of the
College of Creative Expression at
Murray State.
Ronald Underwood was named
superintendent of the Murray Electric
System, effective Jan. 1, 1980, replacing
the retiring Bill Barker.
James Payne won the district Punt,
Pass and Kick competition in the eight-
year-old division.
NOVEMBER
The city was awarded $105,030 in
federal grant money to improve its
sewer treatment system.
Ruble Smith was presented the
Professional Leadership Award by the
state association for child education.
Democrat John Y. Brown Jr. beat
Republican Louie B. Nunn for the
Kentucky governorship in a landslide
triumph.
Local gasoline dealers reported some
tightness in their monthly fuel
allocations.
Murray State student Ancel Clay
Lowry, 25, Owensboro, was arrested
and charged with four counts of first-
degree arson, four counts of wanton
endangerment and one count of
criminal attempt to commit murder
concerning recent fires in the city.
An masked assallent made off with
an undetermined amount of cash from
Martin's Amoco Station, Main Street.
Stacy Bruckner, 100 S. 13th Street,
was charged with second-degree
assault following the alleged beating of
a 19-year-old Murray State coed.
With a 30-20 victory over Western
Kentucky, Murray State won its first
OVC football crown since 1951. The
Racers, who finished second in the final
Associated Press Division I-AA Poll,
earned a berth in the division playoffs
against Lehigh University. The OVC
named Mike Gottfried ''Coach of the
Year" and Terry Love, the Racer MVP,
"Defensive Player of the Year."
Murrayan Debbie Cunningham was
named homecoming queen at Tulane
University.
The idea for Charles Dickens'
Christmas on Press Alley was initiated
by Mrs. William Hart.
Kevin Bruce Rowe, 23, 103 Spruce
Street, escaped from Paducah police
custody following his arrest.
James Payne won the area com-
petition of the national Punt, Pass and
Kick contest held at Cincinnati.
DECEMBER
Terry Love, Murray State's safety
and most valuable player, was selected
to the 1979 Kodak All-America and
Associated Press College Division All-
America football teams.
The Murray State-Lehigh game in the
semi-final round of the NCAA's
Division I-AA playoffs received
regional coverage from ABC. The
game, played in. Roy Stewart Stadium,
saw Lehigh end the Racers' quest for a
national championship 28-9.
Deputy Group Commander Charles
T. Woods retired from the Coast Guard.
He spend over 20 years in the guard.
OVC Coach of the Year Mike Gott-
fried was honored by the Murray-
Calloway County Chamber of Com-
merce as "Citizen of the Year." The
chamber also honored Bill Barker,
retiring superintendent of the Murray
Electric System.
"Ctristmas in the Park" featured 25
displays.
Renovation began on the L & N depot,
that was moved to the city-county park.
John Y. Brown Jr. assumed the office
of governor of Kentucky.
Doug Moore, of Murray High, and
Amanda Dunn, of Calloway High, were
selected as "Good Citizens of the Year"
from the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughter's of the American
Revolution.
The Murray Common Council ap-
proved a $2 million budget for 1900.
The Murray Housing Authority voted
3-0 to terminate the employment of its
director L.D. Miller.
The first Dickens' Christmas on
Press Alley was held.
The Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Organization presented an
award of appreciation to Steve
Davenport, who was instrumental in
various senior citizens' projects, prior
to his moving to Washington, D.C.
Arson was suspected after a fire
destroyed Pet World, located on High-
way 121.
A total of421 Murray State students
filed for degrees at mid-year.
Over 250 under-previleged children
received toys at the Murray Fire
Department Christmas party.
The new tennis complex at Kenlake State Park was dedicated in May of 1979.
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ARKET 414 SLASHES PRICES!
NEVER BEFORE SUCH REDUCTIONS
OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY
Ladies bring your husbands or send them to Market 414 to watch the ball games. New Year's
Day we will have 6 televisions and chairs for their comfort. We will keep your bowl game fans
in drinks and cookies all day long, while they watch the games in the store.
FREE POPCORN
cit 35,000 SQ. FEET OF FURNITURE ON SALE
I.
— THE L -1RGEST DISPI BETil Et:\ 1/EVPHLS .l .'VI) \ /LIT —
ALL FORMICA
'.3 PC. LIVING ROOM SUITS
• Sofa Love Seat 8 Chair.<
k 3 to Sell  Reg. $895.00 — Now
KROEHLER SOFA
•: 3 Cushions. Herculon Fabric.
*. 5 to Sell  Reg. $399.00 — Now
$ 1 9900
• 9SLU let !: t( 119 rE HLER 4 PC. $1,00000
Ottoman Reg. $1,800.00— Sale Price• 
SPECIAL GROUP OF TABLES emu
As Low As $24.00 DU 70 OFF
•• HOWARD LIVING ROOM GROUP.< Wood Arms.
Sofa, Rocker 8 Chair.  Reg. $900.00— Now
SLOPPY JOE 71T. LIVING ROOM




; LAMPS 60% OFF
$6500ASHLEY LIVING ROOM TABLES
Coffee Tables, End Tables
Your Choice 
RECLINERS




Several to choose from 
Now 
. LANE ACTION RECLINER






Reg. $249.00 — Now







14 POSTER BEDROOM SUITE $1 400°°Triple Dresser with Door Chest
Nite Stand Reg. $2,400.00 — 
Now
4400 BREAKFAST OR DININGReg $529 00 Now




Cherry Veneer. Choice Headboards.
 Reg. $1,000.00 This Sale
BASSETT BEDROOM SUIT
Contemporary. Triple Dresser,
5 Dr. Chest, Bed • 
COLEMAN ALL WOOD
BEDROOM SUITE
Double Dresser, Double Mirror 
Chest 8 Bed 
LANE ORIENTAL STYLE
BEDROOM GROUP
Reg. $700.00 — This Salc
Reg. $600.00 — Now
Reg. $1,300.00 — Special Price
ODD BEDS 
DININ GROUP
From Hale — Solid Maple.
Natural Finish.  Reg. $959.00— Now
8 PC. VIRGINIA HOUSE CHERRY
DINING ROOM SUITE-OVAL TABLE
6 Chairs 8 4 Door Lighted













All Wood Oval Table.
6 Chairs, Open China  Reg. $1,299.00
LIBERTY 8 PC.
DINING ROOM SUIT
Oval Table, 6 Chairs,
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Expected For New Year's 1. Legal Notice
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TAKE FIFTY OF MY EMPTY SODA
BOTTLES --YOU'LL GET TWO CENTS



















YOU WILL SHOOT ON




By The Associated Press
Mystic, Conn., is stepping
back 100 years to celebrate the
end of the '70s as Americans
by the millions sit back for an
overdose of televised football
and New Year's
merrymaking.
In New York, police are
hoping to keep Times Square
peaceful, but in Boston,
Baltimore and Honolulu, there
may be no peace as fireworks
hail the 1980s.
Meanwhile, mothers-to-be
will sip champagne and
celebrate with noisemakers,
balloons and party hats
tonight as they await that first
child of the 1980s in the Lying-
in Unit of Boston Hospital for
Women.
The Seamen's lime in
Mystic, Conn., is recreating a
New England New Year's Eve
celebration from Dec. 31, 1879,
with a 20-piece string en-
semble and dinner served by
costumed waiters.
In Milford, Conn.,
merrymakers can skate into
the '80s at a disco roller rink.
And In Hamden, Conn., Daniel
Kearns plans to fill his club
with 10,000 helium balloons,
white stuff from three
snowflake machines, confetti
and machine-made fog.
"It's going to be like
Disneyland in Hamden," he
'said.
New Yorkers will gather at
the Waldorf-Astoria hotel,
where Bill Lombardo, who
took over Guy Lombardo's
Royal Canadiens after his
uncle's death two years ago,
will conduct a disco version of
Auld Lang Syne."
' Still others will attend at-
tend a party Oven by
comedianfilmmaker Woody
Allen. Several hundred per-
sons were asked to come —
and those who weren't
reportedly were eagerly
hunting an invitation.
But the biggest party JAI be
in Times Square, where 50,000
revelers are expected to hoot
in the new year as a white ball
of light drops from 1 Times
Square at the stroke of mid-
night.
Some 900 police will be on
hand to see that the
merrymaking doesn't get out
of hand. Last year, there was
a stabbing, several dozen
robberies and 40 picked
pockets reported.
"It was a horror show," said
officer Tom Quigley, whose
regular beat includes Times
Square.
Another crowd is expected
in Atjarita's Margaret Mit-
chelt"Square to count down the
end of 1979 on a clock under a
huge, blinking red and white
CocaCola sign. It's the jast
gasp for the sign, which will be
removed to make way for an
office building and park.
Today college teams meet
the Peach Bowl and the
Bluebonnet Bowl. On New
Year's Day, there are four
bowls — Sugar, Cotton, Rose
and Orange — likely to decide
the national championship.
Fans of the Tournament of
Roses Parade in Pasadena,
Calif., began lining the 5'2-
mile route nearly three days
before the Jan. 1 event. The
91st annual parade — with the
theme "Music of America" —
will feature 59 floral floats, 23
marching bands and 250
equestrians. Frank Sinatra is
grand marshal.
Iri Hawaii, noise and smoke
brings in 1980 as residents
blow up millions of dollars'
worth of firecrackers and
fireworks in the tradition
adopted generations ago from
the Chinese immierants.
L And N To Improve Rails
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP ) —
The Louisville & Nashville
Railroad says it will buy
equipment and improve its
lines through a $50 million
loan from an eight-bank
consortium, officials say.
Charles Kane, chairman
and chief executive officer of
the Third National Bank, said
his institution is the. top
financier. He would only say
most of the other banks are in
the South and one is in New
York.
The seven-year credit line is
being extended to Seaboard
Coast Line Industries, Inc.,
Li&N's parent firm.
The credit line and two other
similar arrangements total
$100 million and provide the
corporation with a sound and







arrangement will give the
firm a draw on cash and help
establish more equity in the
total corporation. The
arrangement also will provide
short-term financing for rail
line improvements planned
for next year, he said.
Seaboard Coastline
Industries is the holding
company which owns 1.&N,
Seaboard Coast Line and other
railroads, operating as the
Family Lines System with
16,300 miles of track in the
South. Southeast and Midwest.
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5.30 p m Monday-Friday or by
3.30 p.m Saturdays are urged to
tall 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls mist be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery -
The regular business office hours
ol The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 &fa. to 5 p.m., Monday through
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The Murray Planning Commission has received
a request from Mrs. Hattie Bailey to rez tie a tract
of land in Murray-Calloway County, Kentucky.
from R-5 Multi-family Residential I to B-2
(Highway Business).
This lot is generally located on the east side of
South.4th Street at the corner of Back Street at 5'25
South 4th, and more particularly described as
follows:
Lot No. 74 in the Pleasant Hill Addition to the tilw•ii
of Murray as shown by plat of record in Deed C.
Page 471 of the office of the Clerk of Calloway Coun-
ty Court, and said lot being 105 feet square.
A public hearing will be held concerning this re-
quest on January 15, 1980 at 7:30 p.m, in the Council
Room of City Hall. You are openly invited to attend
this meeting.
Greg McKeel, Chairman Steve Zea
• Murray Planning Commission Citv Planner
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Connnission has received
a request from the owners of Northwood Subdivi-
sion to rezone a portion of Northwood Subdivision
from B-2 Highway Business) to R-1
Residential I.
This area is described as Lots 31-36, 39-14, 55-60,
and 64-69. A complete description of this area can be
found in Deed Book 99, Page 540 in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office or the plat may be
reviewed at the City Planning Office at City Hall,
Murray, Kentucky, Monday through Friday, 8 am
till Spin.
The public hearing will be held concerning this re•
quest on January 15, 1980 at 7:00 p.iu. in the Comic I.







I N. a Mc. Christalasi We





lohn 14 15 Al ye love me
1Neep my commandments II
John 1 9 Whosoever tran
sgresseth and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ bath not
God He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ he hath the
Father and the Son Sabbath
worship service Saturday s 11
AM and 6 PM Bible study, 6 til
8 evenings Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations ap-
preciated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store 759-4600






ldeol for storing house lull of
furniture, cars antiques,
business overflows. etc.
Phone 753-7618 otter 500
p.m.





store on 280. An-







1.-Fklp Wanted  
Babysitter needed in my home
8 am to 1 pm 5 dys a week
Must have references Call 759-
1816 after 4 pm
CUPOMER SERVICE AND
FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES
Needed for growing fast food
operation. Excellent opportuni-
ty for persons looking for ad-
vancement and bettering their
future Positions open in Mur-
ray and other locations
throughout the southeast
Equal opportunity employer. If
interested call Mrs. Sexton at
Kentucky Fried Chicken for ap-
pointment. Toll free 1-800-633-
5912.
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing




Needed for growing fast food
operation. Excellent opportuni-
ty for persons looking for ad-
vancement and bettering their
future. Positions open in Mbr-
ray and other locations
throughout the southeast.
Equal opportunity employer. If
interested call Mrs. Sexton at
Kentucky Fried Chicken for ap-
pointment. Toll free 1-800-633-
5912.
6. Help Wanted




needed Good pay Cali 753
71
9. Situation Wanted.
Will do housekeeping 2-1 days
a week Experienced 492-
8925
Will do cleaning houses of
fices stores and restaurants
Call 759-4610
Weekends and Weekdays





Want to buy Junk cars
414-8838 after 5 pm
1 Buying All Kinds it
Scrap Iron i Metals.
Industrial
Clean-Ile Service
laaM, II. Nears 8 a.m.-4 p
4112-1111N lise.-Fri.
16.-Home Furnishing
Dryer. $75. G E dishwasher
$175. G E color t v $175 Call
759-4401
For sale Sofa and matching
chair, 2 mattresses and box
springs, one iron bed, coffee
table, easy chair 489-2199 or
759 1401
Lady Kenmore Washer and
dryer Call 474-2355
19. Farm Equipment
Eight root Lase wheel disc.
cylinder hoses and front disc 1
year Old Call 489-2716 after 6
Pm
1964 4000 Ford gas power
steering remote hydraulics
good shape 5 ft bushhog, 1 ft
disc three 16 inch plows Call
436-2269 after 6 pm
22. -Musical
For sale 125w Sears amp, with
reierb Umvox box speaker
cabinet with 15 speaker
Teisco electric guitar with 2
pickups and a Harmony bass
-guitar with one pickup Call
753-1207 after 5 pm
Used Spinet piano Buy this




Firewood. $25 a rick. delivered.
Oak. Hickory, assorted. Round
and split. 18- or 24- 489-
2327.
For We: Modern Franklin
fireplace, black porcelain
enamel exterior. Excellent con-
dition. Call 436-2424.
Firewood, oak and hickory,
delivered. $20 a rick. Call 474-
2382.
Firewood for sale, $20 a rick
delivered, $15 a rick you haul
Wood ready now' 759-1167






































































EVERY DRY IS SALE 0
24Ms. 
16 HP Bolens lawn and garden
tractor New battery wheel
weights, chains, plow disc
cultivator, snow blade. 48 inch
mower. Excellent condition
Call 1-247-0898 
25:  Business Services
Maybelle Joyner Bridals. Wingo.
Kentucky Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns bridesmaid's dresses
and veils. sizes 6 to 24'2
Shown by appointments Call
376-5387
26. Witidio
fbr sale 25 inch console color
t v 4 years old Call 436-2802
25 inch RCA color t v
automatic. $250 In good con-
dition Phone 753-6531
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25' color t v Warranted
Clayton's J & B Music 753
7575
27. Mobile Home Sales
Mobile home for sale by owner
10x52. 2 bedroom partially
furnished. including
refrigerator,. gas cook stove.
and air conditioning, gas heat
Good condition Call 753-8171
1913, Revere, 12x65. 3
bedroom. 2 bath completely
furnished including washer
and dryer Central heat and air
Priced at $5250 Call 153-
: 762
28. Mob. Home Rents
Attractive all electric 2
bedroom mobile home Two
miles east of Murray Low
utilities $140 per month.
$140 deposit 753-9829
For, rent 12x55 two bedroom
trailer extra clean, natural gas
Call 489-2118
Trailer for rent, see B B Dill at
Dill s Trailer Court
Two bedroom, central heat,
natural gas, new furniture and
carpet Walking distance of
University Call 753-5209
Two bedroom. 10x52. on
private lot close to college
$110 per month plus deposit
Call 753-4661.
Two bedroom mobile home for
rent gas heat newly
decorated excellent location
Call 753-0364 or 753-3455
Two bedroom trailer, Electric
heat. No pets Call 753 4808 
Two bedroom Trailer in Hardin
completely furnished Call 437
4850 or 437 4462 
30. Business Rental
For rent 1000 square foot
Southside Shopping Center
next to urns Shoe Outlet Cali
753-6612
32Apts. For Rent 
Furnished apartment at New
Concord $80 per month Call
436-2477 
Nice furnished apartment In-
quire 100 South 13th St 
New two bedroom apartment,
all appliances furnished,$250
per month plus deposit Call
753-0814 
Two bedroom apartment. fur-






2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.
Two bedroom central gas and
air, stove, refrigerator furnish-
ed deposit and references re-
quired No pets $200 per mon-
th 753-2835
31-11-oms for Rent
Furnished room, kitchen and
laundry facilities furnished
one block from MSU, boys only
$50 per month Call 759-4538
after 12 noon. 
3tiOuses For Rent 
Three bedroom house fully
carpeted located near
Panorama Shores Call 436-
2266 
Two bedroom house in Hardin.
completely furnished. Call 437-
4850 or 437-4462. 
Vacant January 1st, white
brick house in country with at-
tached garage. $200 753-
8333








Retriever puppies. great for




Hazel will be reopening Sun-
day Morning 30 December
1979.
NOTICE
Due to the Court House being closed on
Monday and Tuesday, December 31 and
January 1 the time limit on paying taxes
without penalty will be extended until
Tuesday, January 2, 1980.
43. Real Estate
simmomiNti
Purdom Si Thurman 
m
Insurance & Real Estate
h C Sq e
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
As time goes onl You'll be pay-
ing more and more for rent, so
why not buy your home now
This exceptionally nice 2
bedroom may be just the one
Completely redecorated, new
heating , system including
Fisher wood burning stove, all
new kitchen appliances and
bathroom fixtures, new roof
this year private backyard with
large deck Priced in $20's
Call Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
Doctor or nurse. .worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet, but no place to put it?
Like a large work room away
from it all for those rare spare
moments? We have a solution
for you. For the complete pic-
ture. call 753-1492 Offered
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
Different strokes for different
folks modern tri-level 4
bedroom, 2 bath home with
central heat and air family
room. eat-in kitchen. large
utility room situated on 1 1?
acre lot m-I. Priced in the
$40s Phone 7 5 3 -
1492.. Offered by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
First time offered' Many lovely
wooded home sites in one acre
to ten acre tracts Be the first
to select a site for your dream
home and help design your
own restrictions in a most uni-








At this neat three
bedroom brick on
Peggy Ann Drive. This
house has two baths,
large living room, kit-
chen-den combination,
2 car garage with elec-
tric door opener, cen-
tral gas heat and air,
fully equipped kitchen,
and lovely landscaped
yard. 411 this for only
$42,500. Phone 753-







only four miles from
city limits. Beautiful









MENT BOOKS WILL BE OPEN
FOR LISTING REAL ESTATE,
PERSONAL TANGIBLE AND IN-
TANGIBLE PERSONAL PRO-
PERTY BEGINNING JANUARY
2, 1980, AND EXTENDING
THROUGH FEBRUARY.
THE BOOKS WILL BE OPEN
FOR TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR HOMESTEAD EXEMP-
TIONS FOR HOMEOWNERS WHO
HAVE BECOME 65 OR WILL BE






1915 Firebird Trans Am new
tires tilt. air conditioned AM.
FM stereo 4-speed Price
$2195 Phone 753-9710 
For sale 1971 Monte Carlo
like new one owner car, 305
engine. 26.600 miles original
tires. white landau roof over
metallic blue, white vinyl in
tenor Extras 753-6210. 
1976 TramsAm. custom paint,
$3500. Call 753-8780.
1974 Volkswagen Dasher.
automatic, great gas mileage,
$1400. 436-2415 
1972 Vega motor needs repair,
body in good condition. Call
753-6581. 
1975 Vega. One owner 27,000
miles. Excellent condition. See
to latest government statistic College Farm Rd 
'middle class,' but just barely." 50. Used Trucks






Ph '0)1 ,47'.-298fi 47th :171:1
South Fult.n 1 -•rl,
Good quality older home
located at 500 N 6th Street has
3 bedrooms, living room
Intchen-dining room combina-
tion. utility room and enclosed
porch Old carriage house pro-
vides outside storage Large lot.
Priced at $25.900 Need to sell
to complete settlement of
estate Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.
This makes house sense' For
the active family who wants a
really functional home. .here's
your opportunity. .3 bedrooms.
2 baths. fully equipped kit-
chen .A good place to raise a
family Call 7 5 3 -







3 bedroom brick with
all appliances kitchen,
electric baseboard












try hall, electric heat,
front awning, paved
driveway, nicely lan-
dscaped lot. You must
see inside this Spic and





Four acre salvage yard. 40x50
block building. Owner terms, ,














shop with paint room
and lots of equipment
to remain with pur-
chaser. Nice office
with equipment and 2
baths. All in an ex-
cellent location, and on




46. Homes For Sale
T-hree bedroom blick, living




ster, 8.500 mites, like new,
$2-500 firm Cal 436-2289
























44‘2,534080-- # Ford 1-250 4 wheel drive good
shape 753-9299 
For Sale
2, 1975 2 Ton In-
ternational Trucks








For sale or trade 1949 Jeep
truck, all original flathead, 4
cylinder. 16 inch snow tires.
and excellent 4 wheel drive.
$950 Phone 1-354-6217 
53. Services Offered
ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance. References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements. driveways.
walks, patios. steps. free
estimates. 753-5476.
•Carpenter contractor. New and
lemodel. Hawley Bucy. 492-
8120.
Carpet cleaning at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-






49. Used cars 53. Services Offered 
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs old or new quality
work Call 753-0565 
Carpet cleaning free
estimates satisfied references
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
ing Call Lee s Carpet Cleaning
753-5827 
Driveways white rocked and
graded free estimates Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
pm
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair. Fireplace inserts and
stoves, made to order Brick
house pointing Call after 6
pm, 436-2855.
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs 
Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sear
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe Smith Carpet Center, the
people who know carpets. Call
753-6660 for free estimates
Having trouble getting things
done around the home? Plumb-
ing, carpentry. roofing? Call
753-8950.
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Licensed electrician. Prompt
efficent service. Reasonable
rates. Call Ernest White 753-
0605.
Plumbing or electrical or sewer
bored out. Call 474-2257.
Painting - Paperhanging. Com-
mercial or residential. Free
estimates. 759-1987.
Snow removal from driveways.
parking lots. etc. Also tractor
work breaking. disking,
bushhogging blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5
pm 753-2632. 
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs, and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-9600.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime. also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Call Roger Hudson. 753-4545
or 753-6763.
Wet basement? We make wet
_basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026. 
Will do housecleaning, ex-
cellent references_ 753-3802.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Wolnut St 
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1 .25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
th.wcals pMese ma 7S3 360 tow dey • Wye.. Mehry Phobic forma
4
Fall House Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free








Nemo, pram, sato, sootor.
pew ma osocroto took NW
etc.
753-5703







7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
GUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•ALI TYPES OF WOODWORKING
*NEW KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
*CABINET HARDWARE
Also
*CUS Tom BUIL r KITCHEN CABINETS OF GIVE YOUR OLD
CABINETS A NEW FACE ('FT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT






















































85 Watt Per Channel











No One Can Undersell
Us On Sansui
"World of Sound",
222 So. 12th 153-586
Look fnr the Big Orange Sign
0
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I CAN IT — Allen Rayburn works hard to complete-a
part of the challenge course. Sean Stogner is in background.
TARZAN — James Barnett may be imagining that hero of
old as he swings through the air, or perhaps he's creating a
new one.
TOUGH—Karen Mikuleik. left, and Allen Rayburn display
their dexterity on the challenge course.
CAREFUL — Tracey Martin shows a great deal id concen-
tration is necessary. for proper balance. Waiting their turns





Funeral services for Mrs.
Etta Smith were held Sunday
at 3:30 p.m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. with the Rev.
Paul Bailey, the Rev. Ron
Gunter, and the Rev. Arlet
Jones officiating.
Pallbearers were J. B.
Copeland, James Gay. Kent
Johnston, Ted Brown, Joe L.
Henson, Euclid Brown, and
Levi Bosewell. Burial was in
the . Barnett Cemetery . in
Marshall County. '-
Mrs. Smith, 83, widow of Rip
Smith, died Friday at 8:50
a.m. at the Marshall County
Htspital, Benton. She was a
member of the Olive Baptist
Church.
The deceased, a resident of
1702 Senatorial Street, Benton,
is survived by two sons,
Barkley Smith, Benton, and
Everett Smith, Benton Route




The funeral for Harold
Tank ) Thompson was held
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Terry
Walters officiating. Burial
was in the Pace Cemetery at
Hardin.
Mr. Thompson, 41. was
found dead in his used auto
parts shop adjacent to his
home at 201 East 13th Street,
Benton. Marshall County
coroner Jess Collier has ruled
accidental carbon monoxide
poisoning as the cause of the
death. Mr. Thompson died at 9
p.m. Friday as he was
working on an automobile
which was running inside the
shop, Collier said.
- I
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Jean Riley Thompson,
and one son, Jeffrey Thom-
pson, Benton; his mother,
Mrs. Grace Anderson, Har-
din; one sister, Mrs. Pattie
Higgins, Benton Route 5.
The deceased was a





Participation Encouraged By Program
rtontinued From Page One
movements, such as jumping, require a
quick, urgent quality, while others,
such as balancing, are more sustained
or crolonged. For instance, the amount
of strength necessary to make a bad-
minton hair pin shot would be much less
than that required in striking a softball
with a bat.
A large amount of space is required
for some movements, while others
require much less. Knowledge of this
kind is especially important in dance or
gymnastics, as well as group or game
situations. The sequence of actions is
referred to as flow. Some actions are
carried itatrith a great deal of freedom
of movement and are easy-going and
fluid, while others have more
restriction or control.
A child becomes more proficient and
precise when he grasps the final con-
cept of movement education,
relationships. He learns to work within
the changes which occur when he is
moving alone or in unison with others,
alongside or behind others, or under,
over, beneath or alongside objects.
One of the advantages of the program
is that "every child leaves the class
feeling great," Mrs. Newton said. "We
never say 'can't' or 'don't.' We simply
encourage the child to find another way
to use his body or the equipment given
him in a new and different way."
Both teachers said they are amazed
at the creativity displayed by the
children when they are given pieces of
equipment, such as balls and hoops,
and asked to find as many ways as
possible to accomplish certain tasks or
invent games to be played with the
equipment.
An added bonus of the new approach
is that it has alleviated discipline
problems. "The children are so
engrossed in problem solving, there is
no time to distract others," according
to Mrs. Newton.
Mrs. Frank points out that "by in-
corporating movement education into
our curriculum, we are not completely
doing away with other physical ac-
tivities or competitive games. There
will be still be units on games and ball
handling," she said.
The local school system received a
grant of $2,000 to help purchase
equipment for the program at
Robertson for the W78-79 school year.
This year, Carter began the program
with the same size grant.
Most of the grant money has gone
toward the purchase of a challenge
course for the playgrounds of the two
schools. The course, which is similar to
an obstacle course for children that
allows therm to develop different skills,
has already been installed on the
Robertson playground. Carter's is
presently being developed.
The local school board budgeted
extra money for the additional indoor
equipment that is reqvired. In addition,
the Sigma Departmeht of the Murray
Woman's Club contributed $500 to go
toward the Robertson equipment, and
the local Senior Citizens group made
yarn balls to be utilized in the activities.
First and second grade students
attend Robertson School while third
and fourth grade students attend
Carter.
• 
-,LFIT.Mt: HELP —Sean stogner, left, and Daniel Spicelami are de% cl.iping, climbing skills on equipment which is part 01
the challenge course.
Customers To Have Choice Of Two Billing Rates
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — day rates for their electricity
a. A decision by the state Energy billings after Jan. 1.
Regulatory Comwsum siU Aentucky Power's parent
give customers of the jien:,--14cOmpany, American Electric
tucky power Co. of Ashland'a Power, has filed rates in each
choice between two 'time-of- of the seven states it serves
Mrs. James R. Louise)
Burton of Hazel Route 1 died
today at 2:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 68 years of
age.
The deceased was born May
2, 1911, in Kansas. to Mrs.
Vesta Sykes, who survives,
and the late Charlie
NIcQueary. She was a member
of the Mt. Sinai Baptist
Church at Buchanan, Tenn.
Mrs. Burton is survived by
her husband, ' James R.
Burton, to whom she was
married on Feb. 4, 1945; her
mother, Mrs. Vesta Sykes,
Puryear Nursing Home; one
son, Eddie Strainer, Kansas
City, Kansas.
In charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements will be
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.
Powdered horn is sold in the
Far East as a so-called all-
curing medicine and as an
aphrodisiac.
THE NEWS IN BRIEF
National
KETCHIKAN, Alaska ( AP)
— The freighter Lee Wang
Zin, which capsized Christmas
Day in the cold seas off
Alaska. was headed today for
an unceremonious burial in
Canadian waters that may
sink forever any clues to the
where,aboult-of the remaining
28mentbers of its crew.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (API —
A work slowdown by Kansas
City firefighters entered its
nth day today after firemen
turned down a city offer of
another $600,000 in wages and
benefits.
NEW YORK 'API -
Richard Rodgers, the prolific
composer whose un-
forgettable melodies for such
Broadway hits as
"Oklahoma!" "South
Pacific" and "The King and
I" helped define the musical
as America's own art form, is
dead at the age of 77.
Washington
WASHINGTON AP) — The
United States is reaffirming
its commitment to the
security of Pakistan, the
Central Asian nation that
shares a long border with





security adviser, said Sunday
that the United States has
assured Pakistan of American
aid, including "the use, of
armed force." should the
Soviet action- in Afghanistan
expand to its southern neigh-
bor.
that would encourage con-
sumption of electricity at
offpeak hours. The company
has about 1.9 million
customers in those states.
The rates .are, designed to
shift electricity consumption
to periods when generating
plants are not being used to
capacity. The hope is that
such shifting will delay' or
possibly eliminate the need for
additional power plants.
The energy commission
acted quickly on Kentucky
Power's request, reaching a
decision in les.s than a month.
A $13 million annual revenue
increase requested by the
company in June is still
unresolved.
But Kentucky Power was
permitted to begin charging
its proposed rates on Dec. I
after the commission failed to
meet the five-month deadline
for making a decision on the
case. •
The higher rates are subject
to refund if the commission
eventually decides to award
only part of the request.
The new tink-of-day rates
approved by the commission
Friday are not designed to
generate additional revenue









residential customers in 20
east Kentucky counties have
the option of not participating
in either of the two rate plans.
Under one of the plans,
customers willing to purchase
specially designed water-and
space-heating equipment will
qualify for rates that are
significantly reduced for the
first 60 months of the equip-
ment's use. The rates are
referred to as "load
management time-ofday"
rates.
The equipment would store
heat during the night for
release during the entire 24-
hour period, and a customer
would not have to change his
or her lifestyle to save money
on electricity bills.
The estimated cost of the
new equipment is $1,200 more
than conventional devices, but
—53
the company estimates the
extra money will be paid back
through lower bills in about
five years.
The second rate approved
Friday requires no investment
in equipment. Customers
volunteering to be billed by
this rate structure will have to
shift significant amounts of
their electricity to off-peak
hours in order to realize
savings.
Under the plan, called
timeof-day pricing, customers
will be charged 2.32 cents per
kilowatthour of electricity
used between II p.m. and 7
a.m. and 3.64 cents per
kilowatt-hour for all other
usage.
An $8.10 service charge will
be levied on participants in
both rate plans to cover such
costs as basic service and
special equipment.
FRANKFORTOky'l AP) --
The state Department of
Housing, Building and Con-
struction will hold a public
hearing Jan. 3 on proposed
changes in the state fire code.
The hearing will be held in
the Capital Plaza Auditorium.
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Sale Starts Wednesday January 2, 9:00 a.m. Corn-Austin
We will be closed all day Monday and Tuesday to Prepare For This Sale!
S.
